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County Returns on Page 1-B•
incumbent; Harry Russell, 923; and
Dorothy Sheeks, 566.
The 12 Democratic nomffiees will
face opposition from Republican in-
cumbent councilman Stephen Yar-
brough in the November General
Election.
---'alloway County voters went with
Freed Curd for Fifth District state
representative. Curd garnered 2,890
votes in Calloway County and 421 votes
in Trigg County for a total of 3,311. A
portion of Trigg County is included in
the Fifth District.
Mary Jane Littleton finished second
in Calloway with 1,659 votes and second
in Trigg with 350 votes for a total of
2,009. J. William Phillips with 1,426
votes in Calloway and 105 votes in Trigg
finished third with a total of 1,531.
Local voters gave incumbent Richard
See ELECTION
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John Y. Brown Jr. Wins Nomination For Governor




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP -
Multimillionaire John Y. Brown Jr.,
claiming that Kentucky needs a
businessman as governor for a change,
has won the Democratic nomination to
the post after a whirlwind_ two-month_
campaign .
"This is going to be a new day in
Kentucky politics," he proclaimed in an
appearance early today with his
glamorous new wife, former Miss
America Phyllis George.
By defeating four major rivais in one
of the state's most unusual guber-
natorial primaries, the 45-year-old fast
food and sports promoter earned the
right to face former Gov. Louie Nunn,
who easily won the Republican
primary, in November.
Brown's victory ended a suspenseful
vote-counting night, during which
former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane doggedly maintained a slim lead
over Brown by virtue of a huge margin
in Jefferson County.
The favorite of the state ad-
ministration, Terry McBrayer, con-
ceded defeat fairly early and declared
that Brown was the victor.
So did U. Gov. Thelma Stovall, who
only two months ago was regarded as
the front runner among major
gubernatorial contenders.
A fifth contestant, Rep. Carroll





Applicants are being accepted for
this summer's Teenage Volunteer
program at Murray-Calloway County
Ejospital.
An organizational meeting for all
interested teenagers will be held
Monday. June 4, in the hospital lobby at
10:30 a.m. The nine-week program
begins officially with morning orien-
tation sessions Wednesday, June 6, and
Thursday, June 7, and ends August 11.
The 'program is open to teenagers
who will be at least 14 years old when
the program begins and have their
parents consent to be a volunteer.
Volunteers will be abre to select the
day or days they wish to work, but each
must agree to devote at least four
consecutive hours of work per week.
Volunteers may be absent, however, for
vacation or camp.
Depending' `on time and day
preferences, jobs are available in areas
such as x-ray, laboratory, dietary,
central supply, business dffice,
physical therapy, housekeeping, and
nursing. Seniority and early ap-
plications are factors in job placement.
Persons may contact the Hospital's
Public Relations office at 753-5131,
atension 338 for more information.
In the Democratic race for lie
utenant
governor, state Supreme Court cle
rk
Martha Layne Collins defeated 
five
male rivals to win nomination. She 
will
face Republican Harold Rogers 
of
Somerset in the fall.
With 97 percent of the vote counted
unofficially, Brown-ISO 153,071 votes,
'or 28 percent of the total, 
compared
with 132,839, or 24 percent, for Sl
oane
Many western Kentucky counties
located in the central time zone, and
therefore late in reporting, turned the
tide for Brown.
Another break was supplied by
another major candidate, state Auditor
George Atkins, who withdrew two
weeks ago and threw his support to
Brown in an apparent effort to block
nomination of McBrayer. Atkins is
from western Kentucky.
McBrayer was running third with
124,626 votes, or 23 percent of the total
vote.
Sloane, declining to concede defeat
yet, said his big surprise was the poor
showing of McBrayer.
He implied that much of his strategy
was based on a deadlock between
Brown and McBrayer which would
have enabled him to slip through to
victory.
Instead, Brown appeared to be
picking up support all over the state
that was presumably locked in for
McBrayer.
Hubbard, the most bitter anti-
administration contender, ran fourth
with 68,066 votes, or 12 percent of the
total, and Mrs. Stovall was last -with
45,103, or 8 perRent.
Both expressM-lisappointment, but
gave no reasons immediately for their
poor showing.
Hubbard had complained a week ago
that it was almost too much for him to
compete against both Brown's vast
See BROWN
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Rain likely tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
low to mid 60s. Highs Thursday in
the mid to upper 70S. Winds
southeasterly to 15 mph. Rain
chances 70 percent tonight and
Thursday.
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of rain Friday, with
partly cloudy conditions Friday
and Saturday. Highs through the
period will be in the 80s to low 90s,
with lows in the 60s.
kir Niro— afar- - nipponmennompper
aw;13,.._9444ii_ueu %AV 1/4110
GRADUATION — Calloway County_ High School Princip
al Jerry Ainley
addresses the 1979 graduates, families and friends at the com
mencement
exercises held Tuesday night in Jeffery Gymnasium. One h
undred seventy-
three seniors received their diplomas during the ce
remony. Academic
awards and scholarships also were announced. Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
173 Graduate At Calloway High Tuesday
At the Calloway County High School
graduation exercises Tuesday night in
Jeffery Gymnasium, 173 seniors
received their diplomas.
The salutatory address was delivered
by Stephanie Wyatt. Tommy Boggess
gave the valedictory address. - '
Shelia McKenzie, Ricky Cun-
ningham, Karol Kemp and Ellen
Mahan, senior class officers, also
delivered speeches during the
ceremony.
Principal Jerry Ainley recognized
students who had a four year average of
95 percent or better. Those students
were Marion Jane Adams, Shahan
Lane Adams, James Thomas Boggess,
Johnna Kay Brandon, Carol Denise
Cooper, Charlotte Anne Coursey, Ricky
Wayne Cunningham, Mary Ellen
Denny.
Steven Mark Enoch, Shelia Gayle
McKenzie, Michael Overbey, Jackie
Gayle Parker, Terry Lynn' Paschall,
Kimberly Gayle Starks, Conda Lesa
Stubblefield, Terfy Lynn Tucker and
Stephanie Lynne Wyatt.
Others recognized by Ainley were
recipients of scholarships. Those
students and thtir scholarships include
Boggess, Max Hurt; Wyatt, Century
Club; Mickey Overbey, Board of
Regents; Brandon, James C. Williams
Memorial; Sharion Adams, National
Secretaries; Denny, Board of Regents
and the Denise Bacon; McKenzie.
TALLYING THE RESULTS — Calloway County Cle
rk Marvin Harris, third from left, records the precinct totals at the
courthouse following the closing of the pol
ls Tuesday is James E. Johnson, third from right, reads them aloud.
Deputy Clerk Judith Ainley, second from left, and Sheriff Max Mor
ris, election commissioner, left, look on during the
proceedings. Elettion commissioners Ware Flora, second fro
m right, and H. M. Scarbosough, right, checked the
final totals. • Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Calloway County Teachers Association.
Rose Ross, Board of Regents; Lesa
Hoke, Lee Clark Memorial; Nancy
Mudillock, National Secretaries
, Association; Chuck Williams, Board of
• Regents and Ray Mofield Speech; Billy
1 -s'incent, Rotary Club; Teresa Steen,
Board of Regents; Mark Winchester,
Board of Regents; Terry Paschall,
Hazel Woman's Club; and Tammy
Turner, $600 from David Lipscomb
College.
Dr. Jack Rose, school superin-
tendent; Walter Byars, school board
chairman; and Ferrell Miller, vice
•
chairman; presented the diplomas.
Baccalaureate services for the class
were held Sunday,' May 27, in the gym.
The Rev. John Terry, minister of the
Eastwood Baptist Church was the
speaker. The invocation and
benediction were given by the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins, minister of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Senior awards day was Friday, May
25, at the high school.
Awards went to Overbey, chemistry;
Janet Johnson, world history; Jan
Potts and Perry Parkin, physical
education; Boggess, advanced math
and industrial education; Ross and
Coursey, journalism; Denny and Ricky
Hale, chorus; Turner, choir; Donna
Walker Orr, distributive education.
Shelia Phillips, business office,
Steen, science, math and art; Wyatt,
horticulture; Ricky Cunningham,
agriculture; Dawn Sledd and
McKenzie, home economics; Boggess,
Wyatt and Steen, English IV; and
Shannon Jones, Carol Cooper, Roger
Rhodes, Ken Morris . and Marty
Carraway, intramurals.
Curd And Weisenberger Get Nod
For Frankfort; Lowry Leads City.
A total of 7,259 Calloway Countians
turned out Tuesday to cast their votes
for a variety of statewide and local
offices in the May Primary.
According to Calloway County Clerk
Marvin Harris, the number voting
Tuesday is about 49 percent of the 16,000
registered voters in Calloway County.
Locally, 12 Democratic nominees for
the Murray Common Council were
chosen from the field of 17. Included in
those elected were nine incumbents, a
former councilman, and two
newcomers, while one incumbent and
four newcomers to the race failed to
muster enough votes.
Leading the council race with 2,300
votes was Dr. C. C. Lowry, an in-
cumbent. _Others efected to the council
in the order of votes received were: Dr.
J. D. Outland, 1,809, incumbent; J. H.
(Hardiman ) Nix, 1,593, incumbent;
Howard Koenen, 1,508, incumbent;
William R. Furches, 1,480, incumbent;
Steve Sammons, 1,475; Marshall Jones,




1,458; Ruby Hale, 1,399, incumbent;
David Willis, 1,322, incumbent; Paul
"Dick" George, 1,248, incumbent; Loyd
Arnold, 1,164, former councilman.
The five not elected in the order of
finish were: Lee Bolen, 1,148; Helen
Spann, 1,060; Billy Balentine, 1,052,

































Blankenship has written the
most piercing - tell It like it is -
article for the June issue of
McCall's. It is in the section
called "Women on The Job: A
Reader's Story," and Jean
1Mrs. Macon ) entitled her
thoughts, "Call Me A Late
Bloomer." It is a heart
warming account of a woman,
just like you or me, who has
dreams and schemes, and she
made them come true. For her
efforts in telling her story, she
received a nice sizeable check
from McCall's.
Also a radio station in
Windsor, Canada, called this
week for an interview. In the
near future, McCall's is
planning to fly her to New
York for some personal ap-
pearances.
Her article is so timely for
so many women in America
today. Dr. Joyce Brothers has
written several publications
oh women in their 40's, with a
high school education, no
college degree, and out in the
job market. Don't miss this
McCall's story - it is great!
+++
It's Charity Ball time and
Jana ( Mrs. Don) Hughes is
serving as chairman this year.
Byron Gallimore's Band
"Commonwealth" will be
playing from 9 till 1 at the
Murray Country Club. Tickets
are priced at $25.00 and they -
are tax deductable.
Janet and Tom Denton are
working very hard on the
"Disco '79" decorations, and I
hear they will be fabulous.
Dean Poston is in charge of
selling tickets and Linda Kelly
is handling the donations. So
come on everybody, attend the
Charity Ball. All proceeds go
to the Comprehensive Care
Center of Murray.
+++
It was so good this week to
see Artie Petty out of the
hospital and out and about at
the grocery. She said she was
a little on the weak side, but so
happy to be out again.
+++
We spent Memorial Day
week-end in Mississippi for a
family wedding. Naturally we
were a little concerned about
traveling and the gas
situation; but I am happy to
report that three-fourths of the
stations had plenty of gas, and
also stayed open on Sunday for
the travelers. Since tourism is
the third largest industry in
the U. S., we've got to solve
this gas problem, or else.
+ +
Stuart Thomas Adams, of
Frankfort, received the doctor
of medicine degree at the 16th
commencement of the
University of Kentucky
College of Medicine on May 13.
Dr. Adams is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry A. Adams, of
Frankfort. He is the grandson
of Mr. Loren Adams of
Murray, formerly of Mayfield,
and the late Katherine Wilson
Adams.
Dr. Adams will begin a six-
year residency on July 1 in
obstetrics and gynecology at
Richland Memorial Hospital,
Columbia, S.C.
Czechoslovakia is ) the
world's biggest beer-drinking
country with an annual per
capita consumption of about
152 liters.
HEALTH
Miss Deborah Sue Teague,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow L. Teague of
Brewers, and Jerry Lee
Lassiter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter of Murray,
were married on Saturday,
May 5, at 2 p.m. at the Coles
Camp Ground United
Methodist Church.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Fred French. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. Otto Erwin, pianist.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before an altar
decorated with baskets of
white gladioli. Boxwood
greenery interspersed with
stephanotis accented the altar
rail. The family pews were
marked by mint green satin
bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar and given in marriage by
her parents, wore a formal
gown of white silk em-
broidered organza. The dress
featured a Victorian pleated
neckline, a high bodice, and
long tapered sleeves with
cuffs of crystal pleating. The
a-line skit was enhanced by
crystal pleating at the
hemline. Her veil of silk
illusion was attached to a
Juliet headpiece of lace.
She carried a white Bible
trimmed with white gar-
denias, stephanotis, lilies of
the valley, and white satin
streamers tied in love knots.
Mrs. Zandra Brandon of
Murray served as matron of
honor. Her gown was a formal
light blue woven leno accented
witb lace and ribbon. She wore
a blue summer hat tied with a
cream satin ribbon. Her
Ulcerative colitis
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
one of the thousands of peo-
ple who suffer from ulcera-
tive colitis. I've had it for the
past 10 months. I was in the
hospital and had all the tests
made and I am taking Mil-
path after meals and Mtr-
tamucil at bedtime.
I am on a very restrictive
' diet. I am 55,' am 5 feet 3
inches tall and weigh 115
pounds. I never smoked or
drank alcoholic beverages.
Will you please suggest
some other treatment or
medicine I can suggest to
my doctor so I can get rid of
this problem soon? My doc-
tor said I will probably feel
better- within a few months.
My diet which I'm enclosing
is so bad that you can see
that I'm not living, I'm just
existing. Thank you very
much for any advice you can
• • •
Os* • • • • • • • • • • •
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It Just Ain't Summer
Without Burt. BURT REYNOLDS
Etefore her fate is seated
by the deep, the superfine( Poseidory








PG from Warner Bros 0 A Warne, Communications Co
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DEAR READER — Ul-
cerative colitis is a very
complex disease and its ex-
act cause is not understood.
I must assume that you're
correct in telling me that is
your diagnosis. This is not at
all the same thfrrg as ,a
spastic or irritable colon and
the treatment is entirely dif-
ferent.
Patients with ulcerative
colitis usually have episodes
of severe diarrhea, some-
times they have bleeding
and they have abdominal
pain with the episodes of
diarrhea. Because of the-
heavy diarrhea, they fre-
quently lose weight and they
may develop nutritional de-
ficiencies because of it. The
salt and water metabolism
may be disturbed and, in
general, the patients. are
pretty uncomfortable. The
attacks may subside spon-
taneously and not occur
again for some time.
The usual, treatment is to
try to stop the attack as
quickly as possible. There
are several medicines used
for this..A common one is
Azulfidine. Most antibiotics,
however, don't help at all.
They're used only , if you
have a complication such as
a perforation or an abscess
where there is an actual
infection. Corticosterone or
other steroid hormones are
frequently used and .are of-
ten useful in aborting the
attack. The prolonged use of
steroid hormones, however,
may lead to other problems.
_ looked_ over your diet.;
Many doctors do not think a
special diet is particularly
important. In fact, it's dan-
gerous sometimes to have a
diet that's too restricted be-
cause the patient's nutrition
is already marginal.
There is such a thing as an
elemental diet that provides
essential amino acids, vita-.
mins, minerals and glucose
and safflower oil as a mix-
ture. This is almost entirely
absorbed in the small intes-
tine so there's very little
residue left to enter the
inflamed and ulcerated
colon.
Among your lists of foods I
would question the inclusion
of milk and milk products.
Ulcerative colitis patients
usually do not tolerate milk
and milk products well. Ap-
ple sauce and apple juice are
not necessarily soothing to
the digestive system. The
flavor oils in decaffeinated
coffee are sometimes very
irritating to people with a
sensitive colon.
- Patients have recurrent
-attacks so don't expect any
sudden miracle cure or per-
manent relief.
Readers who want infor-
mation about diarrhea con-
ditions can send for The
Health Letter number 13-6.
Send your request with 50
cents And a long, stamped,
self-addressed' envelope to
Dr. Lamb, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 40019.
Miss Teague Is Wed To
Mr. Lassiter At Church- -V, r9 bramomm
,e477111
Ur. and Mrs. Jerry Lee 
Lassiter
corsage was a cymbidiuni
orchid.
The groom chose for his best
man, Donnie Williams of
Murray. Ushers were
brothers-in-law of the bride.
Bill Beasley and Paul Harp of
Paducah.
The mother of the bride was
attired in a light blue floral
voile jacketed dress. The
groom's mother wore a street
lengtF dress of baby blue
quiana. Both mothers had
corsages of white orchids.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
Serving the guests were
nieces of the bride, Jennifer
Beasley and Kerry Harp, who
were assisted by the bride's
sisters, Joyce Harp and Patsy
Beasley.
The couple -let after the
reception for a shrift wedding
trip and are now residing at
807 North 18th Street,
Murray. Mrs. Lassiter is
_employed at the Bank of
Murray and Mr. Lassiter is a


































































To Be Read Saturday
Plans have been completed
for the marriage of Miss
Martha McKinney, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John D.
McKinney, and David Parker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Parker.
The vows will be exchanged
on Saturday, June 2„ at 7 p.m.
at the First Baptist Church,
Murray, with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating at the
double ring ceremony. Mrs. G.
M. Knight and Mrs. John
Bowker will present piano and
organ music, and Mrs. Vernon
Shown will sing solos,--- —
* The bride-elect, to be given
in marriage by her parents,
has chosen her sister, Miss
Mary McKinney of Nashville,
Tenn., as her maid of honor,
and Mrs. Ronnie Mayfield of
Snyder, Texas, as her matron
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
the groom-elect's sister, Miss
Beverly Parker of Roswell,
Ga., Miss Karen Gordon of
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and
Mrs. Craig Parker and Mrs.
Carl Hosford, both of Murray.
James W. Parker will at-
tend his son as best man.
Groomsmen will be Steve
Davidson of Fort Worth,
Texas, cousin of the groom-
elect, Craig Parker, Ron
Wright, Ed Fenton, and Doug
Lindsey, all of Murray.
Ushers will be David Reed.
Calvert City, Mike Calhoun
and Tracey Calhoun of Cadiz,
cousins of the bride-elect, and
Mark Kennedy and Mike.
Outland of Murray.
Miss Kris Dobroski of
Evansville, Ind., and Miss
Terri Erwin of Murray will
keep the register. The wed-
ding will be directed by Miss
Carrie Joy Wellorn of Elkton.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to at-
tend the wedding and the
reception.
BELL GIRL
Kasey Rae is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Ray Bell of Mayfield Route 4
for their baby girl born on
Saturday, May 19, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Buster Bell of Mayfield





Higgins, Baby Boy (Glen-
na), Rt. 5 Bx. 84A. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Hoa L. Fox, 2317 S.
Main, Benton, Mrs. Beyy J.
Bradley, Rt. 6, Benton, Mrs.
Charlotte E. Stephens, 214
Vernon Ave., Fulton, Mrs.
Velma K. Bolding and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. 299, Springville,
Tenn., Mrs. Renee Johnson
and Baby Girl, Bx. 803,
Calvert City, Mrs. Janet M.
Barrett and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Bx. 40, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Kelley E. _Bennett and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. 347, Benton,
Mrs. Telea A. Crouch and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Donna K. Johnson, and Baby
Boy, Rt. 8 Bx. 383, Murray,
Mrs. Mary K. Cain, Rt. 7 Bx.
693, Murray, Obie J. Mit-
chuson, Dexter, Mrs. Linda L.
Miller, Rt. 5 Bx. 376, Murray,
Mrs. Glenda G. Lankford, Rt.
6 Bx. 31A, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Judy Rushing, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
Holland D. Lents, 100 17th,
Benton, Glenton 0. Cope, Rt.
3, _Benton, Mrs. Jessie Flora,___
1616 'Magnolia Dr., Murray,
Herbert Shepard, 1309 poplar,
Murray, Trellis Stone, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Truman Edwards,. 607
•Lt
Olive, Murray, Oral B.
Eldridge, Rt. 1 Bx 296.
Murray, Ocus F. Boyd, 1616
Miller, Murray, Herbert P
Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel, Charles E
Woolverton, Rt. 5 Bx. 455B,
Murray, Mrs. Helen L
Wright, Rt: 5, Paris, Tenn.,




Mr. and Mrs. Larry Pon
Henson of Benton Route 9 are
the parents of a baby boy,
Chad Allen, weighing 8 pounds
2 ounces, measuring 193-4
inches, born on Saturday, May
19, at 3:19 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Heather Lynn, 2'z.............
Grandparents -are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Henson of Benton
Route 8 and Mr. and Mrs'. R.
C. Tapp of Benton Route 4.
Great grandparents 'are Mr.
and Mrs. Len Manning of
Risco, Mo., Mrs. Manill
Timmons, Frankford, Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Henson
of Benton Route 5, and Mr,
and Mrs. Arthur Thweatt of
Benton Route 8. A great great
grandmother is Mrs. Minnie
Thweatt of Benton. 
Tantrific Sun is a brand
new way to get an even,
golden tan in just min-
utes a day.
It's all done indoors,
so no matter what,the
weather's like, the sun
will still be shining
at Tantrific.
And there's no messy
lotion, no burning, just
the most perfect tan this
side of Hawaii.
So take the work out
of working on a tan and
come by Tantrific Sun.
You'll look better
leaving than you did
coming in.
"Come By for a Tan!"
Tantrific Sun
of Murray
- NOW OPEN ,
8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

















































































"Hour of Power" program
with Mrs. Mary Virginia
Parrish of Hopkinsville as
speaker will be at First United
Methodist Church at 7:15 p.m.
The public is invited.
Thursday, May 31
Hamlin, New Concord, and
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have their annual potluck at
Paris Landing State Park. For
transportation or information
persons may call 436-5364.
Luncheon will be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 12 noon. Reser-
vations at $1.25 per person




and Rangerettes of Woodmen
of the World for bus trip to St.
Louis, Mo., on June 22 must be
made-bytoday.
. An Aesthetic education
workshop for teachers,
supervisors and principals of
kindergarten through 6th
grade will be held at Brandon
Springs, Land. Between the
Lakes. For information call
762-2508
Exhibits in Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, to open
today include print exhibit by
• Carol Homan, Fairfield, Ill.,
and a show in graphic design
by Glenda Russell, Paducah,
through June 8; and-
photographic show of 80
photogrhs by seven
photographers and a collec-




,present a program at Kenlake
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Handloom
Weaving Workshop at Empire
Farm from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Honker by Moonlight at
Center Station at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, June 1
Yard Sale will be at 908
Sycamore Street, Murray,




Boy Scout TrooP' 77 will hold
its annual old newspaper
drive. Person.s having papers
to donate call 753-3824 giving
name, address, and location of
the papers.
Charity Ball for benefit of
Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center
will be held at the Murray
Country Club. Byron
Gallirhore and—Common
Wealth will be ihe band.
Tickets are $25 a couple.
Saturday, June 2
Film, "The Return and the
Revelation," will be shown at
the Christian Fellowship
Church, Brien.sburg, at 7:30
p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Nature
Bike Hike at 9 a.m.,
Salamander Meander at 2
pm., and Moonlight
Discovery Walk at 8:30 p.m.,
all at Center Station; Com-
posting from 2 to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Tall Tales at 8
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
Lakeside Singers will
present a concert at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park at
8:30p.m.
Saturday, June 2
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F
Crass, Sr., will be honored at a
recIption in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Crass, 2100
Gatesboro Circle, from 2 to 5
p.m.
The Happy Goodman
Family will be presented in
concert at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5
each.
Yard Sale by Deward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church
will be ).e1d at 908 Sycamore
Street, Murray, starting at 8
a. m.
Mrs. Fain Opens Home For
Tau Phi Lambda Meeting
The Tau Phi Lambda,
Woodmen of the World, Unit
827, met in the home-of Linda
Fain with Ann Spann,
president, presiding and nine
members present.
Jean Richerson reported
that the 1978-79 scrapbook won
first place at the state WOW
convention.
Tray favors were presented
to the pediatric ward at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, according to Judy
McCarty. She also said that
household goods were given to
the Swift family whose home
was recently destroyed by
fire.
The sorority voted to donate
money to theSpecial Olym-
pics to be held at Murray State
University.
The door prize was won by
Marilyn Herndon.
Refreshments were served
by Linda Fain and Donna
Garland.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jewell Jones of Kirksey has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Bride-elect Is-Honored At
Tea Held At Bank Building
The Community Room of
the Univerr.ity Branch ef the
Sank of Murray was the scene
of a prenuptial tea on May 12
honoring Miss Martha
McKinney, June 2nd bride-
elect of David Parker.
Hostesses presiding over the
tea were Mrs. Frank Roberts,
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Mrs.
Earl Padgett, Mrs. Rod Cook,
Mrs. Ralph Moss, Mrs. Gene
Roberts, Mrs. Hollis Roberts,
and Miss Jo Anne Roberts.
The honoree was assisted in
the receiving line by her
mother, Mrs. John McKinney.
the boom-elect's mother,
Mrs. James Parker, her
grandmother, Mrs. Seldon
Ahart, and the groom-elect's
grandmothers, Mrs. Hafford
Parker and Mrs. Grogan
Roberts. All were presented
corsages of silk roses by the
hostesses.
For the' occasion Miss
McKinney selected from her
trousseau a floor length mint
green gown, featuring an
accordian pleated skirt and
lace neckline.
Presiding at the register
table were Norita Cassity and
Laurie Beatty. The table was
overlaid with a white and
beige embroidered Irish linen
cloth. A simple silver, goblet
held an arrangement of red
rosebuds.
The tea table was covered
with an imported Army Navy
ecru linen and lace cloth,
centered with a silver urn—
containing spring flowers. Ivy
and mock organge encircled
the base. Appointments for
punch and coffee were of
silver. Dainty finger sand-
wiches and petit fours were
served on silver trays.
The guest tables and the
piano held lighted ivory tapers
in hurricane lamps entwined
with ivy and mock orange.
—The side board was ac-
cented with lighted hurricane
lamps holding yellow candles
and decorated with fresh
yellow and orange tulip tree
blossoms.
Background music for the
occasion was provided by
Mrs. Ron Wright who played
selections' on the piano. 
Over one hundred guests
attended the tea.
MARK AUSTIN AND LEWIS BOSSING are shown incharacter in the roles they will play at the Calloway CountyPublic Library luncheon to be held Thursday, May 31, at 12noon. Mark as "Carrott Top" will present an interpretivereading from the musical, "Carnival:" and Lewis will depicta 12 year old boy in a buniorous prose reading titled "DaddyIs Waiting In the Car" written by Bill Adkins. Both boys are
speech students of Mark Etherton at Murray High School.
Reservations for the luncheon should be made today( Wednesday ) by calling the library at 753-228a.
•
Tennis Group C To
Play Thursday And
Friday At Club
Lineups for play by Group C
of the Ladies Tennis of the
Muitray Country Club for play
on Thursday and Friday
mornings at 9:30 at the club
have been released.
Pairings for Thursday are
as follows:








Hulse, and Sue McCoart.
Pairings for Friday are as
follows:
Court One—Sheila Grogan,
Lita Rushing, Beverly Spann,
and Tara Dennison.
Court Two—Marilyn Adkins,
Pam Scott, Sandy Brannon,
and Nancy Fancirictr----T
Court Three—Lori Rushing,
Sandy Coleman, Mug Rigsby,
and Annie Knight.
Arts & Crafts Show & Sale Planned
The Board of Directors of
the Five Rivers Arts & Crafts
Association today announce
the second show & sale of the
season to be held in Hum-
phreys County, Tenn., June 2
at the Old Homestead Log
Cabin in the Buffalo, Tenn.,
community near Interstate 40
at Highway 13. The show will
be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Your Individual  7Pe.
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY. MAY 31, 1979
LEOWhat kind of day will
(July 23 to Aug. 42) JZ.fgtomorrow be? To find out what
Friends, are helpful re athe stars say, read the
career endeavor. Minimizeforecast given for your birth
ego in relations with others forSign. 
your best success. The p.m.
proves to be relaxing.ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 
19Ccrt4 vIRG°
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nrOne of your thoughts has
money-making potential, but A friend's mysterious
behavior could upset plan-the, cost of leisure time ac-tivity may be mart than ah. ning. Keep travel plans within
your budget. A few quiet
moments by yourself prevent
tension.
LIBRA
a Sept, 23 to Oct. 22) 1-1-1-1
Consult with professional
advisers rather than frends or
a financial matter. Your
charm should win the day in
an iffy social situation.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IkeV
Consult with partners about
joint investments. Business is
somewhat trying but even-
tually successful. Trust in-
tuition re finances.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
If you're dissatisfied with
the advice you receive now,
look to your oWn intuition for
guidance. Avoid hassles with
co-workers.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V




( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Be considerate of the
feelings of a family member.
Friends may drop by and
brighten the domestic scene




( May 21 to June to) n
You may change your mind
more than once today. Be
tactful in speech. After minor
delays, travel plans can be
launched successfully.
CANCER
(June 21 to July n) e
A private talk with a friend
goes well. It may be hard to
pleas& both friends and family
members now. Trust your
hunches re finances.
2-$50 Gift Certificates
To Be Given Away
Drawing Sat June 2 You Do Not Have To Be Present To Wirt
Bargains Throughout The Store
Selected Items
Uniforms & Sportswear
All Spring 8 Summer








structive criticism or a
creative project. A round of
socializing may leave you in
the mood for peace and quiet.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. lirr=:'
Include the whole family in
leisure time activities. Enjoy




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 2)3)
Family discussions go well,
but avoid friction with co-
workers. You may -not- ae-
complish as much As you'd
like. Still, be content with
modest gains.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more humanitarian than the
typical member of your sign.
Both artistic and scientific, it
is important that you enjoy
your work — otherwise, you
tend to drift or to scatter your
energies. Acting, writing,
singing, television, and
reporting are some of the
fields in which you find
happiness. Often religious,
you can succeed in welfare
Work and public service. Your
gift of salesmanship makes
you a good publicist, and you
do well in fields where per-
Sonal contacts are a factor.
Birthdate of. Walt Whitman,
poet; Joe Nemeth, football










and is open to the general
public with no admission
charged.
The show will feature
original and handmade art
and craft items produced by
artist and craftsmen residing
in the Five Rivers area.
Exhibitors will not be limited
to Association members. Non-
members residing in the five
county area or in adjoining
counties may participate by
paying a $10.00 entry fee. No
commission fees will be
charged.
Old fashioned fun will be
featured at the Humphreys
County Show this Saturday
with Ken Terry on the banjo
and friends singing and
playing.
Interested parties may
secure information by con-
tacting any of the Association
officers: Mrs. Cathey Swin-
dell, Rt. 1, Box 33B, Hurricane
Mills, Tn. 37078; Mrs. Peggy
Cunningham, P.O. Box 456,
Vanleer, Tn. 37183; Dr. Larry
Hoehn, 814 Glendale Dr.,
Clarksville, Tn. 37040; Mrs.
Pauline Porter, Rt. 1, Box 319,
Dover, Tn. 37058; and Ms.
Jeannette Spurgeon, Rt. 1,
Box 81-2, Tennewlei Ridge,
Tn. 37178.
'Dusk A61 -
By Abigail Van Buren
Nftm
Retardation
Not a Dead End
Only a Detour!
DEAR ABBY: Enclosed please find my check for $1 and a
long, stamped (2.8 cents), self-addressed envelope for your.
booklet "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
This wedding has to be specially lovely, because it is for a
special daughter and a special young man. Both were labeled
retarded as children, but have overcome their handicap and
grown into mature, capable people. (She is 31 and he is 29.1
Both work and are able to manage their own affairs with a
little assistance from both sets of parents.
Friends and relatives. are -so happy that this beautiful
couple found each other. If they were growing up today I'm
sure they would not be labeled retarded, but would be con-
sidered to have "learning disabilities." They will be married
in a church because their religion means so much to both of
them.
' This is my first letter to Dear Abby, and the only advice I




DEAR REJOICING; Thank you for a beautiful letter
bearings message of hope for all "special" children and their--:
Waffle.. May the happy %Ample enjoy a;lolGod's blessings.
DEAR ABBY: Frannie asked if birth control pills were
deductible, and you replied, "Only if they don't work,"
Cute answer, but for your information, according to Inter-
nal Revenue ruling 73-200, birth control pills are deductible -•
whether they work or not—it: prescribed by a physician.
NEIL WITH THE IRS
DEAR NEIL: Thanks for the info. Who am I to argue
with the IRS? They're the nice people who know you can't
take it with you — so they remove the temptation.
DEAR ABBY: I have two big, good-looking sons. One is 18 '
and the other is 16, but he's as big as his older brother.
These boys have been fighting each other ever since they '
were old enough to swing their arms.
The 18-year-old just bought himself a secondhand car with •
his savings. He drove past his brother walking down the
road and wouldn't even give him a lift.
The younger brother keeps his clothes in better shape, so
the older one helps himself to his brother's clothes without
asking. These boys fight and cuss like a couple of mule
skinners.
Why can't they act like brothers? .
TENNESSEE MOMDEAR MOM: They do. Cain and Abel.
• O.DEAR ABBY.: Today I received a note which read,"Please give Suzie another week to pay for the social studies„books she lost as we are making her pay for it out of herbaby-sitting money."
- Abby, if more parents taught that kind of responsibility athome, our job would be a great deal easier!
A JUNIOR HIGH TEACHER
ALVIN, TEXAS
DEAR TEACHER: Amen!
If you 'need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions:* Send $I and a long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
DAD'S DAY
DIAMOND DEAL
Here they ore Some of the world's most beautiful
diamonds at unbelievably low prices Come in and
see for yourself You'll be stunned with the
brilliance Amazed at the values
MANAS in iniclucah . MICHELSON'S
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Any contest, be it a friendly
game of checkers, the Super
Bowl or a race for elected of-
fice, has winners and losers.
Today there are many of
each within the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
The May 1979 Primary Elec-
tions are now history. Those
nominated by their parties now
must look to the General Elec-
tion in November.
The losers should not be
despondent. If it were not for
our democratic system, which
allows every citizen to express,
his feelings at the polling booth,
we would have no losers. We
would just have dictatorial ap-
pointments in positions of
political power.
To the winners in Tuesday's
primaries we say
'Congratulations.'
To those who did not capture
the majority of votes, we say
'Congratulations,' also. If it
Business Mirror
were not for competition
among candidates for elected
office, our system would not
work.
As it is, even with its short-
comings, ours Is still one of the
greatest political systems





NEW YORK (AP) — • As the stock
market enter June, sometimes an
uninspired month, opinions on the
future of prices are split wide as the
Grand Canyon.
Nothing new in this; it's been that
way for 15 years, and the fact that the
Dow Jones industrial average is no
higher than it was in 1964 lends
documentation. It tells of a split in .
opinions, a stalemate.
What is new is that some of those on
either side of the split feel that we may
not have to wait much longer for the
prod of the pudding. That proof, they
agree, is in the performance, not the
prediction.
On one side of the great divide are
those vitas say the niafket will now fall
Into the abytss. Included in the group
are some huge institutional traders
who, over recent years, have been
shunning stocks.
On the other side they're ready to
climb the mountain. By 1983 they
foresee peaks twice as high as the
recent industrial average, which closed
last week at 836.37 points, about the
same as in. June 1964.
On either side they view the same.
economic probabilities as providing
credibility. We are at a watershed, they
say. We are headed toward recession.
Our red-ink economy ;Cs like blood
flowing.
Even when invested in stocks, the
pension funds have done poorly. k
review by A.G. Becker Inc. of 571
pension funds found that since 1964 only
22 of every 100 matched or exceeded the
Standard and Poor's 500-stock index.
.Blame is often placed on the timidity
of portfolio managers, who under the
relatively new "prudent man" law can
be held responsible for investment
decisions. They feel caution is more
defensible than risk.
How timid have they been? A Federal
Reserve count shows insurers and
pension funds added less to their stock
holdings last year than in any of the
previous ll_years. Private pension
funds used only 9 percent of available
cash for U.S. stocks. Recently, some
have invested abroad.
A perusal of investment letters
suggests that as the economy declines
so will the portfolio managers' already
weak allegiance to stocks. No matter
that prices might recover later. A
manager saves his job now.
The stock market, they say, isn't for
the timid and it isn't for the short-term
.
It's not to be viewed through a
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microscope; a telescope's the thing.
A survey by Bache Halsey Stuart of
145 pension fund managers showed the
average fund had 18 percent of assets in
short-term securities. That alone
amounts to nearly $50 billion that might
become available.
'Many billions more conceivably
could come from other insurance
company activities, from foundations,
bank-administered trusts, mutual
funds, school eMtiwrrients, and in-
dividuals %via') now invest in real estate.
Bible Thought
He that trusteth in His own heart
is a fool: but who walketh wisely,
he shall be delivered. Proverbs
24E26.
It is silly to trust in the limited
knowledge of man when we have
the limitless knowledge of cod
available to us for the asking.
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heardine, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are both
retired on Social Security and we also
receive our company's pension
program. We are both over 65 so we are
also on Medicare. Our financial
situation is in very good shape, as we do
not have to go into our savings account
to meet our living expenses. The one
thing that worries my wife and me is
the possibility of a long sickness that
will deplete our savings. The only in-
surance we now have is Medicare. Do
you think we should buy some more
health insurance to go with Medicare?
— G.H.
Heartline cannot advise you to buy
extra insurance to supplement the
Medicare program. However, we can
give you some facts and information
that can assist you in making the
decision.
Since each person's financial picture
is different, insurance needs also vary.
There are many types of insurance
policies on the market that have a great
variety of coverages. Heartline does
feel that Medicare is inadequate for
most people over age 65, and we feel
that some type of extra insurance is





By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1071
++-+++++++++++4++4
"We have today a state of unrest in our county. Violations of/
the law, have resulted and which are charged to an organization
of -Association tobacco growers and who are termed Night Riders
This I deny. The number of men _composing the band or 'bands his
been variously estimated from 10 to 275. Every unlawful act com-
mitted within the county for the past several weeks has been charged
to their Commission. Let's take up all these cases, not,,omitting any,
and before the limelight of public knowledge see if it can be rightly
charged to an organized band of 4ny -character.
"In the beginning a number of letters were sent to various
citizens of the county, just how many ia_not known. But is it not
reasonable to suppose that one or two individuals are responsible
for the letter writing as it is reasonable to charge it to an organiza-
tion? What propagated and fostered this letter writing? I am going
to give my solution. When Mr. H. H. Pace of the Kirksey section,
who was among the ?first men to receive such a letter, made known
the fact in a published card in the paper, acknowledged the receipt
of such letter and making known his intentions to obey the dictates
contained therein, I protested against giving his card publicity and
in person explained to him my reasons. He would not yield and
insisted upon its publication. I have Mr. Pace's original card in
_ 
my Ossesstori ancrff I Mistake riot this card was written by Count)
Judge Wells. As naturally as night follows darkness came othei
cards for publication, and the seed sown by Mr. Pace germinated.
-Others who received similar notices and midnight visitations
came into my office with cards for publication. In these cards were
contained statements regarding the number of men engaged in these
admitted unlawful acts, and I repeatedly protested against giving
such statements publication but those men who came to me plead
for the privilege, declaring they were commanded to do these things
I sought to have them tell in their cards what they told me per-
sonally but /they would not yield.
"Ern ' dened by the accomplishment of their purpose, condi-
tion!nat,TIralIy grew to reach a state of distrust. In many instances
these notices were sent by a friend to a friend and if no publicity
were given, the source soon developed. This was illustrated by the
independent prizeries of. Hazel. Messrs Brown and Palmer, will"
received warning notices upon two occasions, and giving the matter
no attention the parties who jokingly sent the notices made known
the fact.
To Bi Continued
editor of Retirement Living says that
this type of insurance "is not only
desirable but essential for most retirees
nowadays.° An accident or sudden
illness can quickly wipe out a person's
savings. "Another reason for having
this insurance is that health-care costs
are headed for another doubling within
the next six years and, as medical costs
increase, Medicare coverage has been
gradually decreasing.
Heartline has put together some facts
and other pertinent information to
assist you in your purchase of health
insurance. For your free copy of this
information, write to Headline's Tips
on Buying Health Insurance, 114...East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please send 25 cents to cover
postage and handling.
HEARTLINE: Quite a few years ago
I applied for and received a Social
Security number: I got a number for a
savings account I have. I never worked
under Social Security because I was
always a housewife. Now that my
husband has retired I am drawing
Social Security wife's benefits.
I just turned age 65 and became
eligible for Medicare. When my
Medicare card came, it had my name
and my husband's Social Security
number on it. Why is this? Have they
made a mistake? — P.G.
No, your Medicare card should not
have your Social Security number on it.
It should have your husband's Social
Security number on it. The number on
your Medicare card (your husband's
Capitol Ideas
number plus the letter "B" is to be used
only for your Medicare claims. This is
done because you are eligible for Social
Security and Medicare due to your
husband's work record. This is only
your Medicare claim number.
The Social Security number you were
originally issued should be used for
purposes of identification. Use your
Medicare claim number only for
making claims for coverage to
Medicare.
Headline has developed a simplified,
easy-to-understand book on the whole
Medicare program. To order, send $1.75
to Medicare Guidebook, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE : I have an aunt who is
81 years old. She is senile and does not
really know anything or anybody. My
aunt needed someone to handle her
financial affairs, so I became the
representative payee for her Social
Security benefits. What exactly will my
duties be as representative payee? —
C. H.
Your job will be to use your aunt's
Social Security benefits in her best
interest. To do this, you must keep
yourself informed of what she needs.
This is.particularily important if your
aunt does not live in the same household
as you do. You must also report (for
hen certain events which can affect the
payment of her Social Security benefits
and, upon request, you must be able to
account for what you did with the
benefits paid to you on behalf of your
aunt.
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
Balloon Race In Record?
WASHINGTON (AP) — Where else
would you learn about the Gordon
Bennett balloon race, about the night
the directors of the San Leandro
Chamber of Commerce burst into
woeful song, and about National Pest
Control Month?
Nowhere else but in the
Congressional Record.
The Record is a remarkable
document. Its purpose is to provide a
reasonably accurate transcript of
House and Senate floor proceedings.
The members get a chance to "correct"
the transcript of their remarks. As a
result some of the more outrageous
comments have failed to appear.
Recent reforms have led to iden-
tification of speeches which were not
actually delivered by the member.
But the Record is much more than
floor debates. Members of Congress use
it to pass on all sorts of information.
Thanks to Rep. Fortney H. (Pete)
Stark Jr., D-Calif., readers of the
Record have a little song to sing while
waiting in gasoline lines.
Noting the long lines at gasoline
stations in California, Stark said,
"Inconvenience and disruption are the
Californians' lot today."
He told how the board of directors of
the San Leandro Chamber of Com-
merce reacted with this song, sung to
the tune of "0 Tannenbaum:"
"Energy, oh energy
"How sadly we have used you
"Energy, scarce energy
"So badly we've abused you
"Those BTU's we dissipate
"The gas pumps closed, in line we
wait
"Oh, energy, spent energy.
"Your loss takes getting used to.
"Energy, our energy
"Your cost has hit the ceiling,
"Energy, dear energy,
"You're not at all appealing,
"The Carter plan has come and gone,
"Inflation's here - where's Alfred
Kahn?
"Oh, energy, steep energy,
"Your price still has us reeling."
Rep. Glenn Anderson, 1)-Calif., used
the Record to pass on the news that the
Gordan Bennett balloon race will lie'
•
revived next Saturday in Long Beach,,
Calif.
Eighteen balloons from the United
States, Europe and Japan will par-
ticipate in the 27th flying of the race,
last held in 1938.
Be grateful to Rep. Thomas N.
Kindness, R-Ohio, for passing on the
text of President Carter's proclamation
declaring June as National Pest Control
Month.
And Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez
reminded readers that May 16 was the
30th anniversary of the end of the Berlin
Blockade and airlift with which the
United States and its allies kept the city
supplied after the Soviet Union cut off
ground access.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached thratigh the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General ,
Asembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Kiss 40601.' Home
addresses of 'state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Looking Back
10 Yea rs A
Liza Spa will 30
refoeDr. nn 
June
after more than 35 years as a member
of the biology faculty at Murray State
University and, since 1948, her name on
a recommendation for admission to a
medical or dental school has become a
cherished endorsement.
"93 degrees recorded yesterday,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Williams.
Murray" by James Cillims
Jeannie Pat Miller, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cy Miller of Murray, was
graduated May 27 from the Mid State
Medical Academy at Nashville, Tenn.
She will now serve her interneship at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Paul Ross, son of Joe A. Roes and the
late Mrs. Marion Ross of Murray Route
2, is the recipient of the annual
scholarship given by the Kirksey School
Parent-Teacher Association.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley of
Murray andeunce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Jo, to Keith Michael
Hinton:1 son of Mr. and Mrs. Keith M.
Hinton of Evansville, Ind.
-20 Years Ago
A fireworks display will be a feature
of the Murray Drive In Theatre tonight
as a part of the Memorial Day
festivities, according to Tommy Brown,
theatre manager. Features showing
will be "Cowboy" starring Glenn Ford
and Jack Lemon and "Revolt At Big
The Vacation Church School of the
First Methodist Church will begin June
1 in the church educational building„
Leaders include Mrs. Ben Grogan,:
kindergarten; Mrs. Charlie Robertson;
primary; Mrs. Charles Clark, junior.*
Harlan Hodges, basketball coach at-'
the University of Idaho, Moscow,:
Idaho, was presented a watch at the'
annual May Fete of the school. Hodges,
was one of the faculty members to be
honored during the annual event. He
has resigned to accept a position as
superintendent of schools in Illinois.
Hodges is a former basketball coach at
Murray State College.
Joey Mikez was honored at a party in
celebration of his third birthday by his,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mikez.
Lettuce, two heads for 19 cents, is
listed in the ad for Parker's Food
Market this week.
30 Years Ago
With a collection of funds amounting:
to $2,386.42 in Calloway County, the 1949
March of Dimes campaign was
declared a success by the chairman, Ed.
Settle, and his many co-workers here.:
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones of Murray.
Route 5 will celebrate their 50th wed--
ding anniversary on May 31. •
Len Foster and His Eleven Piece
Orchestra will leave Murray June 2 to
start a tour that will take them through
Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Texas, and Tennessee. The band is
being backed by the Tri-State
Amusement Company.
Mrs. Clyde Downs presented the
program on "Grandmother's Day and
Mine" at the meeting of the Magazine ,
Club held at the home of Mrs. Fred
G ingl es.
Betty Shroat of Elvins, Mo., spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Shroat.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Walking Hills" starring Randolph
Scott and Ella Raines.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 30, the
150th day of 1979. There are 215 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1431, Joan of Arc was
burned at the stake in Rouen, France.
On this date:
In 1498, Christopher Columbus sailed
from Spain on his third voyage to the
New World.
In 1539, the Spanish explorer,- Her-
nando de Soto, landed in Florida.
In 1883, reports that the new Brooklyn
Bridge in New Yorlt was about to
collapse created panic. Six people on
the bridge were trampled to death.
In 1961, the dictator of the Dominican
Republic, Rafael Trujillo, was
assassinated .
In 1963, an estimated 10,000 people
were killed in a windstorm and floods
that struck East Pakistan.
In 1973, West Germany and.
Czechoslovakia agreed to establish.
normal relations, ending 35 years of
hostility.
Ten years ago: Argentina was -
crippled by a general strike as workers
walked off their jobs to protest police
action against students.
Five year's ago: Britain followed up
on a general strike in Northern Ireland _
by announcing it would institute a form
of direct rule.
One year ago: Cuba went before the
United Nations to deny as absolutely ..
falselhe U.S. charge that Cubans had a
role in the recent rebel raid into the
African country of Zaire.
Today's birthdays: Band leader
Benny Goodman is 70 years old. Actor
and voice specialist Mel Blanc is 49.
Thought for today: What we see
depends mainly on what we look for —
John Lubbock, Engish astronomer and ,
mathematician, 1803-1865.
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Long Campaign For Sloane Made
It Difficult For Him To Give Up
By TOM EBLEN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Harvey Sloane had cam-
paigned longer than any other
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor. And
be was not about to give up
easily.
Even in the early hours of
this morning — as he sat in his
hotel suite and heard
newscasters say the western
Kentucky returns were
eroding his slim lead over
opponent John Y. Brown Jr. —
he was still confident. It was a
Confidence typical of Sloane.
When he began his cam-
paign almost two years ago,
Sloane was a former
41) Louisville mayor with no other
political experience, and no
ties to the current state ad-
ministration. But the
celebrations of the crowd in
the ballroom of Stouffer's Inn
here last night showed how far
he had come.
With a slim lead and more
than half the vote in. Sloane
appeared before the group of
about 300 shortly after mid-
night. Dressed in the red
chamois sturt that had come
to symbolize his campaign,
blue pants and his familiar
walking shoes,-the small, wiry
physician was tossed about by
the mob as he made his way to
the podium.
You and I have been
campaigning for 18 months
and walked 1,000 mile." he
said between outbursts from
the crowd. Well friends,
we've got another 500 miles to
go and we're not quitting until
we get there."
Sloane and his wife, Kathy,
then slowly made their way
back through the crowd and
returned to the more ap-
prehensive atmosphere of
their suite.
Sloane greeted friends who
came to join the group of
about 29 close supporters in
the suite. But most of the time
while the group kept up
constant conversation, Sloane
sat quietly in an armchair,
staring at the television.
Sloane said the narrow
margins on each side made
the race "too volatile" to call.
He said he had expected
Carroll Hubbard's poor
showing, but was very sur-
prised that Terry McBrayer
didn't do better. Sloane said he
had thought McBrayer would
take a ,rnuch higher per-
centage of the vote, and said it
might have an effect on his
returns.
Soon after 1 a.m., as
Sloane's slim lead was
overtaken by Brown, the
atmosphere in the suite
became more serious. Sup-
porters' faces straightened,
and jokes and gladhanding
stopped.
Dr and Mrs Sloane went
into another room and met
• with several supporters, and
soon after, aide David
Armstrong left for the
ballroom to make an an-
nouncement.
"Dr. Sloane is tired,"
Anderson told the group,
which had diminished in both
size and emotion. "But the
campaign is still going on, and
it will keep going on for some
time. We'll take it up again
first thing in the morning."
Confederate President's
Birthday To Be June i-3
FAIRVIEW, Ky.—The birth-
date of the only president of
the Confederate States of
America, Jefferson Davis,
will be celebrated June 1 to 3.
Davis was born June 3, 1908,
on a farm where Fairview now
is located. He is com-
memorated there by the 351-
foot-high Jefferson Davis
Senate Candidates
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Senate candidates in the
November general election,
by district:
1st — Democrats: x-
Richard Weisenberger,
Mayfield; Republican: None.





3rd — Democrats: x-Pat
McCuiston, Pekrnbroke;
Republicans: None.
5th — Democrats: x-Joe
Wright. El -ned. Republicans:
Jim Allen, Leitchfield.












13th — Democrats: x-
Michael Moloney, Lexington.
Republicans: None.
15th — Democrats: None.
Republicans: ,-John •Rogers.
Somerset.








21st — Democrats: None.
Republicans: x-Gene Huff,
London.
23rd — Democrats: x-Gus
Sheehan, Jr., Covington.
Republicans: None.




27th — Democrats: x-
Woodrow Stamper, West
Liberty; Republicans. None.
29th — Democrats: Benny
Ray Bailey, Mallie;
Republicans, None.
31st — Democrats: John
Doug Hays, Pikeville..
Republicans: None.








37th — Democrats: x-A.D:
Danny ) Yocom, Louisville.
Republicans: Barbara San-
dusky, Louisville.
x-Denotesincurnbent. - for an hour, he added.
monument.
The Jefferson Davis Bir-
thplace Association has
scheduled a pageant of
"scenes and songs" by the
Pennyrile Players, a theater
group, to be presented Friday
and Saturday nights and at a
luncheon and ball on Sunday.
The association also is
reproducing for sale a cook-
book written by Davis'
mother.
The celebration will be the
first since Davis' civil rights
were restored through
legislation sponsored by Sen.
Mark Hatfield, who has been





A fire in the Roy Mannis
residence on Highway 1346 in
the Dexter area did minor
damage to the kitchen area.
according to a C,allowa%
County Fire-Rescue Squad
AAspokesman.
The squad responded to the
call at 7:54 a.m. today, the
spokesman said; Two trucks
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Introducing Storey's Super Inflation Fighters
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State Representative Results
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Candidates in the November
general election in the state
House of Representatives, by
district:
1st — Democrats: x-Ward
( Butch) Burnette, Fulton.
Republicans: None,
qnd — Democrats: x-Lloyd
Clapp, Wingo; Republicans:
None.
3rd — Democrats: x-Alice
Dolly) McNutt, Paducah.
Republicans: None.








Harris, Salem; David Carter,
Paducah. Republicans, None.






7th — Democrats: x-David
Boswell, Owensboro.
Repubblicans: None.
8th — Democrats: x-
Ramsey Morris, Hopkinsville.
Republicans: None.
9th — Democrats: x-James
Bruce, Hopkinsville.
Ftepubblicans: None.













12th — Democrats: x-Roy
Joe Head, Providence.
Republicans: None.
13th — Democrats: x-Louis
Johnson, Owensboro.
Republicans: None.
14th — Democrats: x-
Dooald Blandford, Philpot.
Republicans: None..
15th — Democrats: x-Philip
Stone, Central City.
Republicans: None.
16th — Democrats: x-Lewis
Foster, Lewisburg.
Republicans: None.
17th — Democrats: None.
Republicans: a-Willard Allen,
Morgantown.
18th — Democrats: x-Mary
Ann Tobin, Irvington.
Republicans: None.
19th — Democrats.: 'None.
Republicans: x-Ronny
Layman, Millwood.
20th — Democrats: x-Jody
Richards, Bowling Green.
Republicans: None.
21st — Democrats: x-Buddy
Adams, Bowling Green.
Republicans: None.




23rd — Democrats. x-Bobb)
Richardson, Glasgow.
Republicans: None.








26th — Democrats: x-Virgil
Pearman, Radcliff.
Republicans: None.





Dunn, Pleasure Ridge Park.
Republicans: Raymond
Oldham, Louisville.




















34th — Democrats: x-Gerta
Bendl,
Louisville: Republicans: John
Jack) Will, HI, Louisville.
35th — Democrats: x-Carl
Nett, Louisville. Republicans:
None.






















41st — Democrats: x-Mae
Street Kidd, Louisville.
Republicans: Rev. Charles M.
Waters, Louisville.








44th — Democrats: x-James
Yates, Louisville.
Republicans: None.
45th — Democrats: a-Dottie
Fern Terrace Gazette




Our annual King & Queen Pageant, as usual was
beautiful and it was ajt. ard iob for the judges to
make the4-choke. _Elizabeth Ruddle- wgs 'Queen"
and Arthur Jones, "King."
I want to thank Bob Miller for the excellent job he
did as Master of Ceremonies, Don Story & Marie
Taylor for the beautiful entertainment and our
judges: Datha McCallon, Linda Hunt S, Mr. R. C.
Miller. They did a terrific job and it was a hard one.
A good home away from home is hard to find
nowdavs! Ever heard that remark? Maybe you aren't
looking in the right places. Have you ever noticed
"Fern Terrace Lodge on Stadium View Dr.? Fern
Terrace has everything you have been looking for -
a home of distinction for the senior citizen! .,
1. Maid & aide service - 7 days a week, 24
hrs. a day.
2. Private rooms with refrigerators and
dinette available.
3. Nourishing meals served family style, in
the dining room.
4. Game room with pool table & color
T.V.
5. Physician on call 24 hrs. a day.
6. Individual medication dosage set up by
a registered pharmacist.
7. Visiting -hours open for the con-
venience of family & friends.
8. Planned activities and entertainment.
9. A lovely chapel for private meditation.
10. Religious services for all
denominations. •
"Editors Thought for the day" - When building
Fern Terrace Lodge, the workmen did more than
build a building, they built a building which is full of
comfort, care, convenience, love, companionship in
short a "home" for tile elderly people in this area.
Remember we are here to please you. Give us a
call at 753-7109 and ask for Mrs. Tapp or Mrs. West























50th — Democrats: Kenny
Rapier, Bardstown.
Republicans: None.















54th — Democrats: x-Joe
Clarke, Danville.
Republicans: None.
55th — Democrats: x-Forest
Aggie Sale, Harrodsburg.
Republicans: None.
56th — Democrats: un-
decided x-John Carpenter, Jr.,
Nicholasville; Victor Eugene
Privette, Nicholasville; Scott
Miller, Jr., Versailles; Joe
Barrows, Versailles.
Republicans: None. •
57th — Democrats: x-C.M.
(Hank) Hancock, Frankfort.
Republicans: None.
58th — Democrats: x-,
Stephen Wilborn, Shelbyville.
Republicans: None.
59th — Democrats: x-Bob
Jones, Crestwood.
Republicans: None.




61st — Democrats: x-Cla,y
Crupper, Dry Ridge.
Republicans: None.
62nd — Democrats: Mark
Farrow, Stamping Ground.
Republicans: None.












66th — Democrats: x-Elmer
Dietz, Ledlow. Republicans:
Barry Caldwell, Villa Hills.
67th — Democrats: x-Terry
Mann, Newport. Republicans:
None.
6th — Democrats: x-
William Donnermeyer,
Bellevue. Republicans: None.






71st — Democrats: x-Woddy
May, West Liberty.
Republicans: None.
72nd — Democrats: x-Jim•
LeMaster, Lexington.
Republicans: None.
73rd — Democrats: x-Paul
Richardson, Winchester.
Republicans: Dr. C.R. (Pete)
Smith--; Winchester.
74th — Democrats: x-
Adrian Arnold, Mt. Sterling.
Republicans: John
McCracken, Mt. Sterling.
75th — Democrats: x-
William Kenton, Lexington.
Republicans: None.







78th — Democrats: None.
Republicans: x-Pat Freibert,
Lexington.
79th — Democrats: x-Henry
(Hank) List, Lexington.
Republicans: None.
80th — Democrats: None.
Republicans: x-Williamm
Harold DeMarcus, Stanford.
81st — Democrats: un-
decided x-Dtvight Wells, Rich-
mond; Joan Perry, Rich-
mond; Harry Moberly, Jr.,
Richmond. Republicans —
Duffy Ford, Richmond.
82nd — .Democrats: None.
Republicans: x-Elvin Elmer
Patrick, Williamsburg,






85th — Democrats: Norte.
Republicans: x-Albert
Robinson, London.








88th — Democrats: x-Roger
Noe, Harlan. 
Republicans:None.
89th — Democrats: Russell
Reynolds, Jackson
Republicans: None.
90th — Democrats: None
Republicans: undecided x -














94th -- Democrats: x-Herbie
Deskins, Pikeville.
Republicans. None.
95th — Democrats: Gregory
Stumbo,Prestonsburgs
Republicans: None.




97th — Democrats: Roger
Murray, Whitehouse.
Republicans: undecided W.D.
(Doc) Blair, Paintsville; Neil
Price, Jr., Oil Springs; Albert
Dempsey, Inez.












Balanced Budget To Be Focus, Not Taxes
Carter Says Cut Will Fall
By JERRY ESTILL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) —
President Carter is joining
leading congressional tax-
writers in predicting the
traditional election-year tax
cut will go by the wayside in
1980 as federal officials
concentrate on trying to
balance the national budget.
"I doubt very seriously that
we'll have any tax cut in
1980," Carter said Tuesday at
a news conference.
"If we have the option
between substantial reduc-
tions in the deficit and con-
trolling inflation on the one
hand, and having . tax
reductions for the American
people in an election year on
the other, I would forego the




been expressed by the two
most influential tax experts on
Capitol Hill — Sen. Russell
Long, D-La., chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee,
and Rep. Al Ullman, 1)-Ore.,
chairman of the House Ways
and Means ,Committee.
The top priority is to
control expenditures and
balance the budget," Ullman
said last week. "That pre-
empts any tax cut, unless the
country is dropping into an
obvious recession." Carter
and administration
ecunomists insist no recession
is on the horizon.
Long told a U.S. Chamber of
Commerce seminar eecently
he also believes balancing the
budget over the next two years
should take priority over tax
16-Hour Operation
Separates Siamese Twins
In Salt Lake City
By RON BARKER
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY. (AP) —
Siamese twins Lisa and Elisa
Hansen, joined at the tops of
their heads since birth .19
months ago, were successfully
separated today in pioneering
surgery that lasted over 16
hours.
"It's done and it's a success.
They're awake and crying,"
said John Dwan, spokesman
for the University of Utah
Medical Center. He said the
twins were separated at 1:19
a.m. EDT.
He said the tops of the twins'
heads were closed at 5:05 a.m.
EDT. Two teams of surgeons,
one for each twin, participated
in the.marathon operation.
.-Dwan said the twins were in
"critical' but stable condition
and their prognosis is
unknown."
The parents, David and
Patricia Hansen of Ogden,
were "very grateful and very
tired," Dwan Said. The
.Hansens and several close
members of the family kept a
vigil at the hospital during the
surgery, which began at 12:40
p.m. EDT Tuesday.
Dr. Stephen Minton,
spokesman for the .doctors,
said recently that such a
separation has never before
been completed successfully.
__Other attempts_hatte endedln




since the operation beggan.





Greenhouse, located at St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620West Main Street, Murray,has asked for donations ofpoinsettia plants. The willbe taken at the greenhousethrough Wednesday, June 6,
according to a spokesman forthe group.
Any one having k.plant athome to donate may brow it tothe greenhouse duringopening hours, Monda:, andTuesday mornings iron, 10a.in, to noon, and Thursdayafternoons from Ito 3 p.rn
Persons having plants todonate to unable to bring themto the greenhouse may can
Kathie Gentry at 759-1991
;,-reenhouse still hassome nice yegetable plants,petunias, begonias, and Otherplants. Purchases can bemade during the openng
hours of the greenhouse
Elisa as healthy and perfectly
normal, physically and
mentally, except for their
being joined together.
The parents, David and
Patricia Hansen of Ogden, and
other family members were in
seclusion at the hospital and
were being kept informed of
developments, said Dwan.
Doctors were working more
slowly than expected, ()Ivan
said, because they had en-
countered scar tissue from
four previous operations
which set the stage for the
attempt at final separation.
.He also said doctors had
estimated the operation could
take 20 hours or more and that
in a prolonged operation the
ability of the girls to withstand
surgery becomse an issue.
-They (the doctors) have
been very careful to outline
th risks," he said. -There is
always the possibility that one
.or the other may not survive."
He also said doctors had
been slowed by the girls-rapid
growth.
Asked whether that meant
additional shared blood
vessels might have been
encountered, Dwan replied, "I
assume so."
Doctors have said the girls'
brains are separate, although
touching. They have shared
veins carrying blood away
from _their brains, and their
skulls are fused together, but
there is a slight indentation
where Lisa's head, stops and
Elisa's begins.
Surgeons have been working
in teams, Dwan said, because
of the length of the operation.
Two surgical teams are
necessary, he said, because
when separation is completed,
a full group of doctors and
nurses must be available for
each child.
In the operation's early
stages, as many as 11 doctors
were in the operating room at
one time, Dwan said.
The doctors performing the
operation have asked not to be
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cuts. "I don't think a.. tax cut
should keep us from balancing
the budget," Long said.
The historic tendency is for
Congress to approve tax cuts
in election years, largely
because it's a politically
painless vote to cast. With
inflation pushing taxpayers
into ever-higher tax brackets,
dollars flow into the federal
treasury in ever-larger
amounts. Legislators can thus
vote to cut the tad rate every
few years without reducing





working overtime now and
could yet provide a way for
Carter' and Congress to
balance the 1981 budget and
approve a tax cut at the same
time.
With federal tax receipts




economists have suggested a
tax cut and balanced budget
may both be possible by 1981.
Tax legislation applying to
the 1981 fiscal year, beginning
Oct. 1, 1980, would come next
year — just in time for the fall
elections.
On other matters Tuesday,
Carter:
—Signed an executive order
delegating some of his
authority over gasoline sales
to the nation's governors. The
action authorizes governors to
do such things as order odd-
even rationing plans, regulate
gas station operating hours
and set minimum purchases.
But the president warned
that any plan making gasoline
shortages less painful does
nothing to solve "a long-term
chronic problem in obtaining
adequate energy supplies... .It
is necessary to stop
aggravating the problem by
blaming one another and by
seeking out scapegoats," he
said. "The fact is that the
oilproducing countries are
holding down supply While the
rest of the world has increased
demand."
-- Said the United States
will give Egypt and Israel a
chance to resolve questions
dealing with the Palestinians
takes office in Rhodesia to
decide whether to lift the U.S.
trade embargo against the
African nation.
— Reiterated his desire to
eliminate nuclear weapons
from the world and defended
pending development of the
new MX nuclear missile as
necessary to maintain the
military balance between the
Soviet Union and the United
States while negotiations
aimed at reducing nuclear
arms continue.
— Expressed confidence
that Congress eventually will
approve legislation im-
plernenting treaties turning ./
the Panama Canal over 41 -and other Israeli neighbors Panama. Failure to do so, hehelnee -offering any__P-----rg-- said, would leave the United-suggestions.
-- Insisted that his anti-
inflation program, including
its wage and price guidelines,
eventually will be successful
in stemming inflation. But he
acknowledged it probably will
take a long time.
— Said he will wait until a
new bi-racial government
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 30, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market
Report includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 243 Est. VA Barrows &
Gilts mostly 50 lower Sows MOO lower
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States powerless to protect its
interests after the tran.sfer
takes place.
BLACK DOLLS
DETROIT (AP) A special
exhibit of black dolls dating
back to the 1830s was on
display at the Detroit
Historical Museum recently.
The 50 dolls in the exhibit
were from the collection of
Myla Perkins of Detroit, who
began her hobby about 10
years ago.
Many were handmade
around the turn of the century
by a Georgia . craftsman
named Leo Moss, who was
commissioned to make both
black and White dolls. Quite a
few of his black dolls are
shown crying but, according
to Mrs. Perkins, no one knows
why.
Give your brainchild one of ours. -
Right now, we're haying a sale that celebrates those special
events that only happen once. A sale that-says those once in alifetime events deserve a once in a lifetime purchase: a Singer*sewing machine at prices lower than ever before.
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER on this Athena* 2000 Elec-tronic Machine. The pre-programmed memory bank controls
wand changes 25 stitches at the touch of a button. And it
measurgs your button and makes a buttonhole all in oFnit;lasnnitcipnlgestep. Cabinet or Carrying case extra.
noo WithFormerly $950.00 Sole Price$65V Trade Available
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The Breaks
S orts
They're What Murray High Needs
To Capture State Title, Says Miller
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
OWENSBORO, Ky. — He's endured
ID more losses than last season, but
Charles Atkins feels his Paintsville
High School team, which meets Murray
High Thursday in the first round of the
high school baseball state tournament,
is far more prepared than last year.
"We were just glad to be there last
year, to be frank," said Atkins, the
Paintsville coach, by phone this
morning. "This year, we think we have
a good chance to win it all."
About this time a year ago, Paint-
sville was unbeaten through 35 games
heading into the state tourney, which
involves four teams. But the Tigers lost
to Elizabethtown 3-0 in the first round.
And Atkins wasn't surprised in the
least to see his squad easily defeat
laurel County, 30-2 before yesterday, 8-
2 in the Somerset Sectional final.
Paintsville, 26-11, arid Murray will
square off at 4 p.m. at Owensbore's
Chautauqua Park, followed by Durrett
-- the North Hardin Sectional winner —
against the Lexington Sectional champ,
which will be either Shelby County or
Conner. That championship game was
today.
Shelby County ousted tournament
favorite Lexington Lafayette 64, while
Conner stopped Walton-Verona 5-2.
The state title gamf will be 6 p.m.
Thursday.
"You've got to get the breaks in state
tournament play," says Murray High
Coach Cary Miller. "My seniors have
dedicated this year to reaching the
state tournament, so now they are
where they want to be."
Murray is riding a 16-game winning
streak and stands 18-1 on the year. Its
only loss came in the second game qf a
doubleheader to Cairo, Ill., High
School.
Brad Taylor, 7-0, will start for
Murray, while Atkins will go with either
junior righthander Gary Wells or senior
southpaw Brian Allen. Wells won
tournament games in the district and
regional events before stopping
Ashland 2-1 in the first game of sec-
tional play, while Allen tossed a one-
hitter in the finals of the regional to
beat Pikeville.
Atkins feels his Paintsville team's
strength lies in its pitching and defense.
"In our seven tournament games,
we've outscored the oppoaition 65-10, so
we feel like if we can score we can
win."
Only four of the 21 Paintsville players
are seniors, despite a wealth of ex-
perience On the squad. "We only have
200 students in the upper three grades.
Decision..
By the Alsociated Press
HARRISONBURG, Va.- —
Ralph Sampson, the 7-foot334-
inch basketball star who is the
hottest prospect left on the
recuiting market, will an-
nounce Thursday where he'll
play college ball -- although
he hasn't decided on his choice
yet.
Roger Bergey, who coached
the star center at Harrison-
burg High School, said
Tuesday that Sampson will
hold a news conference at 7
p.m Thursday in the high
so we usually start the kids out in
baseball early," said Atkins. His four
seniors have five years of varsity ex-
perience.
Second baseman Thomas Kendall has
held the hottest bat for Murray in its six
tournament games. The senior has 10
hits in 20 at bats for a .503 average and
also lead the squad in runs batted in
with nine.
Taylor has hit at a :471 clip (8 for 17),
while designated hitter Tony Herndon
has eight hits in 21 trips for a 381 mark.
Taylor and Herndon have five RBIs
each, while Bill Milton, Alan Gibbs and
Scott Hill have four each. Bruce Taylor
and Gibbs have scored eight times each
to lead the Tigers in that department.
As a team, Murray is batting at a .301
clip (58 for 190) in tourney play and has
outscored its opponents 50-13. Taylor
and Gibbs have alternated starts on the
mound, and only once has an opponent
scored more than two runs (Calloway
County lost 14-6) in a single contest.
"I don't know much about Murry, but
anyone that maket it to the state
tournament has to be a good club," said
Atkins. "The team that plays with the
fewest mistakes will be the winner."
Admission to the event is $2 for adults
and $1 for children. The Murray-
Paintsville clash will be broadcast over
WSJP-AM radio.
• Sampson To State Choice Thursday
school gymnasium to reveal
his plans.
'Bergey said Sampson ap-
parently has not yet reached a
final decision, "but he's pretty
close."
Sampson attended an
athletic banquet at Strasburg
High School Tuesday night
and remained vague about his
college plans.
He made no reference to the
Thursday night news con-
ference and said only that he'd




Coopers Hits 2 HRs
By the Associated Press
The Baltirriore Orioles
survived a 10-count and
flattened the Kansas City
Royals Tuesday night.
One night earlier, the
Orioles dropped their lOtti
consecutive game in Royals
Stadium, But Tuesday
evening, Ken Singleton, Rich
Dauer, Gary Hoenicke and
Lee May unloaded haymakers
and the Orioles pounded the
Royals 8-1, their first success
in ,Kansas City since June 4,
1977.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
"Hell, does this feel „good,"
exclaimed Manager Earl
Weaver. "You get to won-
dering what the hell you have
to do. .Last year it was 100
percent Kansas-City and last
night Monday's 5-4 16-inning
loss) we had plenty of chances
but still couldn't win."
In other American League
action, the Milwaukee
Brewers trimmed the New
York Yankees 7-3, the
California Angels downed the
Seattle Mariners 6-4, the
Detroit Tigers edged the
Toronto Blue Jays 9-8 and the
_Chicago White Sox shaded the




Baltimore ace Jim Palmer,
making his first start in 10
days since complaining of
soreness in his right arm,
retired 13 Kansas City batters
in a row between the first
inning and the fifth. He
allowed five hits, struck out
three and walked two before




Cecil Cooper slammed a
pair of bases-empty homers
and Robin Yount added a two-
run double as Milwaukee
handed winless Catfish Hunter
his fourth setback. Cooper's
11th homer of the year and
second of the game broke a 2-2
tie in the sixth inning and
three infield hits and Yount's
double, which right fielder
Reggie Jackson misplayed,
helped the Brewers to three
more runs in the seventh.
Milwaukee's Moose Haas
scattered seven hits, including
home runs by Jackson and
Graig Nettles.
SEASON PASSES
Passes are On Sale At
The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office
10th Payne St. -
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
Save $5.00
Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — $45.00
Sampson has said he has
narrowed his list of schools to
four — North Carolina,
" Virginia, Virginia Tech and
Kentucky. He has visited only
- those, four schools and East
Tennessee State.
Bergey said Sampson plans
to notify the college he chooses
only a short time before the
news conference and that the
chosen coach isn't expected to
be here for the announcement.
At least two of the four
coaches plan te be on hand,
however.
Both Virginia Tech coach
Charles Moir and Virginia
coach Terry Holland said they
would be in Harrisonburg
Thursday. They said they had
been told— about the news
conference but had been given
no indication as to Sampson's
final choice.
Sampson averaged nearly
30 points and 20 rebounds a
game during his senior year at
Harrisonburg High while
leading the team to a 26-0
record and a second straight
Virginia Group AA scholastic
championship. The team was
25-2 in 1977-78 with Sampson in
a starring role.
Last month, Sampson
became the only non-collegian
named to the 12-man team
that will represent the United
States in the Pan-American
Games this summer.
Speculation that he might
attend Maryland has been rife
because Bergey, who is very
close to Sampson, is con-
sidering accepting an
assistant coaching job on the




MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The
National Collegiate Athletic
Association will announce
within several days its san-
ctions against Memphis State
University for recruiting
violations.
MSU president Dr. Billy M.
Jones cleared the way for the
NCAA's formal statement
when he announced Tuesday
the university will not appeal
the sanctions that came after
a 30-month investigation of
Tiger recruiting practices.
"We have officially notified
the NCAA that Memphis State
University will make no
formal appeal of the
judgments reached on the
findings of the investigation
which culminated in a hearing
at Denver," Jones said.
Jones received a certified
letter May 21 outlining
violations uncovered during
the inquiry and proposed
sanctions. The university had
15 days to appeal.
Milerray Ledger & Times
The Reds' Chip Adkins (40) chases the Twins' Aaron Barrett in a rundown during last night's Kentucky League
baseball game. Barrett was out, but his team won 9-5. In background is Eric Grogan. ( youth league ba.seball roundup, page
10-A I. 
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson.
NCAA Track Meet Set To Start;
Four Racer Runners To Compete
Portions From Associated 12.8. But handtirned events
Press are not recognized for world
CHAMPAIGN, Ill, — Greg
Foster is the defending
champion and will have the
hoinestate crowd behind him,_
but Renaldo Nehemiah has
momentum and the world
record going into their next
confrontration in the 110-
meter hurdles at the NCAA
Track and Field Cham-
pionships.
Foster, a 20-year-old junior
at UCLA from Maywood, Ill.,
and the 19-year-old Nehemiah,
a University of Maryland
sophomore from Scotch
Plains, N.J., have met a total
of 13 times over the past two
years both indoors and out-
doors. The renewal of their
rivalry begins with the trials
Thursday.
Nehemiah has 11 victories
including a world record
clocking of 13.00 seconds May
6 at Los Angeles in a dual
against Foster and the
previous worldrecord holder
Alejandro Casanas of Cuba.
The versatile Nehemiah,
who also- has shown world-
class ability in the sprints and
relays this year and was an
outstanding long jumper in
high school, first broke
Casa-nas' world mark of 13:21
with a time of 13.16 April 14 at
San Jose, Calif. in his first
outdoor meet of the season,
He also ran the fastest
handtimed 110—meter hurdles
race in history May 11 at
Kingston, Jamacia, clocking
A Sense Of Nostalgia
By the Associated Press
CHARLOTTE, N.C. —
ThFre's a certain sense of
nostalgia to this week's
$350,000 Kemper Open Golf
Tournament.
It is the last to be played at
the 74160-yard, par-72 Quail
Hollow Country Club. Despite
an extremely successful 11-
year run in Charlotte, the
tournament next year will be
moved to the famed
Congressional Country Club in
Bethesda, Md.
It isn't unusual for tour-
naments and or cities to
disappear from the PGA Tour
schedule. In the last 10 years,
more than two dozen events
have dropped off the circuit.
But there was a difference.
In those cases, he tour-
namaats had problems of one
type or another. They'd be
played ttis year, then quietly
drop off the schedule the next,
without fanfare or an-
nouncements. They'd just be
gone.
In this case, Charlotte has
'provided an adequate golf
course, a strong local
organization, a good tour-
nament and sorse of the
records by the International
Amateur Athletic Federation,
the governing body of track
and field._
".It's npt the power in the
legs that counts," said
Nehemiah, "I have more
power in my upper body.
That's where you need it. The
legs go where the arms take
them.
"Yes, I'm stronger than last
year, two times stronger. A lot
of it is age. I can finish 110
meters now- and be hardly
puffing. Last year, I was
tired."
And he added, "Under 13
( seconds) definitely is within
reach."
Murray State will have five
members of its "English
Brigade" competiting, in-
cluding two who earned All-
America status during the
indoor season.
David Warren and Jerry
Odlin, who finished in the top
10 in indoor competition,. will
compete in the 1,500 meters
and the 5,000 meters.
respectively, though both
qualified for two events —
Warren also in the 800 and
Odlin in the 10,000.
Other Racers and the events
in which they will compete are
Richard , Charleston, 3,000
meter steeplechase; and
David Rafferty and Pat
Chimes, 1,500 meters."
While Nehemaih has been
shattering all his opposition
Quail Hollow To#Ost Kemper For FinaMniei
larger, more enthusiastic'
galleries on the tour, But the
tournament will be played
here for the last time.
The move was made on the
recommendation of PGA Tour
Commissioner Deape Beman
— who has long desired to
have a tour event in his home
town — and with the con-
currence of executives of the
—spongOring insurance com-
pany.
Beman said the move was
made to take the tour to major
areas — in this case, the
Washington-Baltimore
market — which are not now
on the schedule. Beman also
was concerned with
eliminating events in areas
which have a heavy con-
centration of tournaments. At
the moment, North Carolina is
host to three PGA Tour
events.
Probably the greatest In-
dividual loser in the change is
Tom Weiskopf, whcehas shoesi
a certain affinity( for. the
gently rolling course. He's
won three of his last 11 titles at
Quail Hollow and must be
consiciered a major threat
,_agdlnirl-TItie. event that gets
started Thiirsday.
With Tom Watson, the tour's
only four-time winner this
year, taking a preak. the other
major standolks in the field of
150 include defending
champion Andy Bean, U.S.
Open king Andy North. Jerry
Pate, Lon Hinkle, Al
Geiberger and Lanny
Wadkins, a two-time Winner
this season. and No. 2 on the
money-winning list behind
Watson.
Of more than sentimental
interest is 49-year-old Arnold
Palmer, who owns a home on
the course arid had his best
showing in years here !as:
year.
He led through two rounds
and had a shot at his first
victory in five yearslintil his




enthusiastic about his chance
this year, too.
"I was hitting the ball in
practice better than I have in
years," he said. "Now if I can
just keep it together for a
Portions of the final, two
rounds Saturday and,,Suhday
will be televised nationally by
CBS.
'this year, Foster alsiThas been
running extremely well,
solidifying his position as the
world's No. 2 hurdler behind
his arch-rival from Maryland.
The bespectacled Foster —
who is rated better than
Nehemiah by Casanas — won
the NCCA title last year, at
Eugene, Ore., in 13.22, an
American record at the tiene.
To win, he had to overcome
Nehemiah, the runner up at
13.27, an American jtinior
mark.
The victory,' however, was
not very satisfying to Foster.
Ten yards after the finish line,
he swerved to avoid a
photographer and his 'trick.
knee" gave way. He then had
to be scratched from UCLA's
milerelay semifinal and
participation in the national
AAU championships a week
later at his school's home
track in Los Angeles.
Now, Foster, ' a former
Illinois prep star, is back in his
homestate and hoping to
-defend -his title in the the 58th
NCAA meet at the University
of Illinots.
After Thursday's trials in
the 110-meter hurdles the
semifinals and finals will be
held Friday. The Foster-
Nehemiah duel is expected to
be another classic match-up
enroute to their biggest
showdown of all — the 1980
Olympics in Moscow.
Foster is one of nine in-
dividual defending champions
back from last year. The
others are hammer throwet
Scott Neilson of Washington;
3,000—meter steeple chaser
Henry Rono of Washington
State.; high-jumper -Franklin
Jacobs of Fairleigh Dickin-
son; 5,000-meter runner Rudy
Chapa of Oregon; 400-meter
hurdler James Walker of
Auburn; 400-meter sprinter
Billy Mullins of the University
of Southern California; shot
putter Dave Lout of UCLA;
and 10,000-meter runner
Michael Musyoki of Texas-El
Paso.
In addition, Auburn's
Harvey Glance, the 1976
champion at 100 and 200
meters and the 100 winner in
1977,-is conipeting again along
with 1977 title holders Kyle "
Arney of Arizona State ( high
jump), Svein Walvik of Texas-
El Paso (discus( and Tito
Steiner of Brigham Young
UniVersty (decathelon ).
. Last year's team champion
was Southern California for
the 27th time in meet history.
But the Trojans are not ex-
pected to repeat. This year's
co-favorites in the meet that





Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU
Basketball Camp
June 17-22
Cost is $135.00 for the one-week
session which includes room,
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NBA Playoffs
'Sonics Edge Bullets 114-112,
Can Capture NBA Title Friday
By the Associated Press
SEA'TTLE — Guards Gus
Williams and Dennis Johnson
combined for 68 points, in-
cluding eight in overtime
Tuesday night, as the Seattle
SuperSonics outfought the
Washington Bullets 114-112 to
take a 3-1 lead in the National
Basketball Association's
playoff finals.
The SuperSonics can wrap
up the first championship in
their 12-year history with a
trtory-• -Friday night in
Landover, Md. If Washington
wins that game, the best-of-
seven series would come back
for Game Six Sunday at the
Coliseum, where Seattle has
won 25 of its last 26 outings.
The lone exception was
Washington's 105-99 triumph
in the deciding seventh game
of last year's title series.
Wes Un.seld's flip shot with
18 seconds to play in
regulation had given
Washington a 104-104 tie and
sent the game into overtime.
But Williams and Dennis
Johnson wasted no time
taking control in the five-
minute extra period. _
Dennis Johnson scored on
an offensive rebound and
Williams hit a breakaway
lump, to give Seattle a four-
point lead. After Charles
Johnson hit a basket for
Washington, Dennis Johnson
responded with a jumper from
the foul line and Williams sank
two free throws to put Seattle
in front 112-106 with 2:08 to
play in overtime.
Baskets by Tom Henderson
and Kevin Grevey brought the
Bullets within two, but a pair
of free throws by Jack Salm
with 39 seconds to play gave
the Sonics some breathing
room'""
Little-u4d veteran Phil
Chenier scored from the right
corner for Washington, his
first basket of the final series,
and Sauna missed a jumper to
give the Bullets one last
chance with six seconds to
play.
After a time out. Grevey
tried to drive down the right
side but found his path blocked
by Dennis Johnson. He threw
up an off-balance 18-foot Shot
that missed everything and
Sikma grabbbed the ball as
the final buzzer sounded.
Williams led the Sonics, as
he has in each game of' this
series, with 36 pointki Dennis
Johnson scored 32 and Sikrna




Johnson and Grevey led the
Bullets with 18 points apiece.
It was a rugged, almost
brutal game, with a host of
players on each team getting
in foul trouble. By the end, the
Bullets entire front line of
Hayes, Unseld and Bobby
Dandridge had fouled out.
Championship Flaals
Best of Sue. Series
Game 1
Washington 99 Seattle r
Game 2
Seattle X. Washington 82
Game 3
Seattle 105, Washington 95
Tuesday's Game
Seattle 114, Washington 112, OT
Friday's Game
Seattle at Masada/tag so Saab, •
Game
Wastungton at Seattle Caw=
necessary
ednesday, huie 6
Seattle at Washington. it,. if nes:,
sun
Parker Leads Pittsburgh Romp
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Dave Parker is starting to
shake out of his "slump." You
know it when he tells you so.
The Pittsbargh Pirate star
never hesitates to blow his
own horn, as many know, and
that's exactly what he did
Tuesday .night after helping
his team blow out the Chicago
Cubs 8-0.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
"It's about time for me to
put something together," said
Parker after hitting two
doubles and a home run and
driving in three runs.
In the other NL games
Tuesday night, the Montreal
Expos routed the Philadelphia
Phillies 9-0; the Houston
Astros nipped the Cincinnati
Reds 2-1; the New York Mets
turned back the St. Louis
Cardinals 6-2: the Los Angeles
Dodgers edged the San
Francisco Giants. 6-5 and the
San Diego Padres swept a
double-header from the
Atlanta Braves, 6-3 and 3-2.
Pittsburgh took a 2-0 lead in
the first inning with the aid of
a throwing error by pitcher
'Ken Holtzman and a run-
scoring single by Willie
Stargell. Phil Garner led off
the Pirate second with his
third homer. Parker clouted
his seventh homer with two
out in the seventh, and then
doubled in two more runs in a
four-run Pirate eighth.
Don Robinson, and Grant
Jackson combined on a five-
hitter for the Pirates, who
turned in only their second
shutout this season.
Expos 9, Phillies 0
Ellis Valentine's three-run
homer capped a five-run, fifth
inning and Steve Rogers
pitched a six-hitter as Mon-
treal beat Philadelphia.
Rogers triggered the fifth-
inning outburst with a lead-off
single and Warren Cromartie
later delivered a two-run
double before Val8tine's fifth
homer of the season.
The Expos had provided
Rogers with a 2-0 lead in the
second inning when Chris
Speier doubled in two runs..
Perez and Valentine both hit
RBI doubles in the seventh to
stretch the Montreal lead to 9-
0.
Astros 2, Reds 1
Pinch-hitter Denny
Walling's run-scoring single
with the bases loaded in the
ninth inning led Houston over
Cincinnati.. Craig Raynolds
and Cesar Cedeno. started the
decisive Houston ninth with
singles off loser Paul Moskau.
Reliever Doug Bair then in-
tentionally walked Jose Cruz
to load the bases, setting the
stage for Walling's winning
hit. Randy Niemann, recalled
from the minors earlier this
month, scattered eight hits for
his first major league victory.
Mets 6, Cardinals 2
John. Stearns and Steve
Henderson belted run-scoring
doubles to highlight a four-run
rally in the seventh inning and
lead New York over St. Louis.
Lee Mazzilli's double, one of 14
New York hits, triggered the
New York uprising off St.
Louis right-hander Pete
Vuckovich. An inning later,
the Mets added an insurance
run on two singles and Richie
Hebner's sacrifice fly in
support of Pat Zachry, 4-0.
who yielded nine hits in 71-3
innings.
Dodgers 6. Giants 5
Dusty- Baker's fly ball single
to deep center field drove in
the winning run as Los
Adgeles rallied for three runs
in the ninth inning to defeat
San Francisco.
• Padres 8-3, Braves 2-2
Dave Winfield homered and
Gene Tenace cracked a two.
run triple to help Gaylord
Perry record his 271st career
victory as San Diego defeated
Atlanta in the first game it
their double-header.
The Padres completed theil,
sweep as Ozzie Smith's run-
scoring single broke a tie in
the eighth inning.
Murray Baseball Association
Reds Take Little League Win
1-BALL
Jeremy Spate hit a home
run to help the Pirates beat
the Mets 30-15 last night.




Clint Hutson smacked three
doubles and a triple to pace
the Twins to a 31-10 victory
over the Reds. In the second
game, the Mets whipped the
Cubs 25-9.
Brian Carrol homered for
the Reds, while Amy Wallace
smacked two hits and an RBI.
Tripp Nix rapped two
doubles and Brue Thurman
and John Whittaker had two
hits each for the Twins.
Chris Hayes ripped two
doubles for the Cubs, while




It's time to spray your shrubs
for bagworms & your lawn needs
to be sprayed for mosquitos and
fertilized. We do it all at the
professional landscaping com-
pany. •




and Bill Fandrick and Brett
Christensen had two has each
for the Mets.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Scott Butwell cracked a
single and a double to pace the
Twins to a 9-5 triumph over
the Reds last night. In the
nightcap, Phil Bryan doubled
twice, and pitcher Pat Wilson
struck out 12 batters as the
Yanks beat the Pirates 12-9.
Bill Maddix singled and
doubled for the -Twins, and
pitcher Tony Robinson struck
out 14 and walked just three.
The Reds were paced by
Chip Adkins, who had a single
arid an RBI.
John McMillen had two





















































































































































































Winning pitcher Pat ,lsoc 
LITTLE LEAGUE
Scott Nix cracked an inside-
the-park home ruri to help the
Reds to a 12-9 victory over the
Yanks last night. In the second
game, the Twins and the Cubs
battled to a 5-5 tie after six
innings and will finish tonight
at 7 p.m.
Richard Bucky also tripled


































1-BALL — Thursday . Cubs
vs Cads; Yanks vs Reds.
PARK LEAGUE -- Thur-
sday: Pirates vs Cubs. Astros
vs Reds.
KENTUCKY 1.F.AGLT --
Thursday: Yanks vs A's,
Twins vs Astros: Friday:
Cubs vs Pirates, Cards vs'
'Reds.
LITTLE . LEAGUE
Today Twins vs Cubs tied 5-5
after 6 innings); Thursday:
Cards vs Astros, Pirates vs
A's: Friday: Reds vs Twins,
Cubs vs Yanks.
PONY LEAGUE - Today:
(makeup gams Astros vsIndians, Orioles vs Pluls;
Thursday: Phils vs Astral',Indians vs Orioles
Unknown Champion
Larry Holmes Caught In Boxing Limbo
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
The best heavyweight fist
fighter in the world stands in
an isolated corner, talking in
subdued tones with a couple of
newsmen and a handful of the
curious.
Meanwhile, there is a
shoving, six-deep mob around
a handsome, mustachioed
Californian of Mexican ex-
traction, Carlos Palomino, a
former welterweight chain-
pion, and, outside on the patio,
a pack of ring buffs struggles
to get within conversation
distance of Jersey Joe
Walcott, a colorful throwback
to the Joe Louis era.
For Larry Holmes, un-
beaten in 30 bouts and holder
of half of the world
heavyweight boxing crown but
rightful owner of all, it's a
lonely, frustrating existance.
"Until that man officially
retires or fights me, nobody
will know I exist," says
Holmes, who accepts his fate
placidly. "I have fought
everybody who is willing to
fight me. What else do they
want me to do?"
Holmes can walk the length
of Fifth Avenue without once
being asked for an autograph.
It's the same hen he strolls




BILOXI, Miss. — Basketball
teams , which finish first and
second in the Southeastern
Conference's regular season
standings will now be required
to appear more often in the
SEC's postseason cham-
pionship tournament.
A new tournament structure
approved Tuesday by SEC
athletic directors revokes the
bye to the( tournament
semifinals given to the 1-2
regular season finishers. They.
and the other four top regular
season finishers, get only a
first round bye.
The new schedule pairs the
No. 7 seed against the No. 10
regular season finisher and
No. 8 against No. 9 in the
tournament's first round. The
next day, the top-seeded team
meets the 8 vs. 9 winner and




but the new arrangement
won't take effect until 1988. It
creates a 5-2 plan in which
each SEC team plays its five
common opponents and two
others on a rotating basis.
Under the new system, each
SEC football team would play
every other conference team
every two years, and would
play home and home games
against all SEC teams every
four years.
"The presidents of the
league' universities have




agreed to 'a request from
football coaches that they
sponsor legislation at the next
NCAA meeting to let the SEC
revert back to its more
flexible formula of allocating








or pauses to admire the
scenery on London's
Trafalgar Square.
He is the forgotten cham-
pion — boxing's "Mr. X."
"I have the same trouble at
home," Holmes said at a press
conference Tuesday aimed at
hypoing his June 22 bout in
Madison Square Garden
against a little-known ex-
Marine, Mike "Hercules"
Weaver.
"I go home and ask my 11-
year-old daughter, Missy, if I
am her champion," Holmes
said.
"She says, 'Yes, daddy.' I
ask her, 'Am I the best fighter
in the world?' She says, 'I
don't know, daddy.' Task her,
.Can I beat Muhammad Ali?'
She replies, 'I don't know,
daddy."
Holmes, recognized as
world champion by the World
Boxing Council, is risking his
$3 million purse for a
scheduled September fight
against tough Earnie Shavers
by going against a fighter who
has lost eight times and is No.
8 among heavyweight
challengers.
He will be fighting Weaver
for practically nothing,
repaying Promoter Don King,
who befriended him in his
earlier strugg'. g days.
"When If came up, I
couldn't get Holmes
said. "They said I wasn't good
enough. Now TV doesn't want
me because they say I am too
good. Once ABC told me
they'd use my fight if I scored
a knockout. I won by decision.
They never took the film out of
the can."
Holmes, 29, a one-time truck
driver, is an impgaosivP
gladiator — 6 feet, 3 inches
tall, 214 pounds with rnassivve
neck, shoulder and arms. He
is reminiscent of All in his
speed and ring finesse. Tender
knuckles keep him from being
a murderous puncher.
But he is unquestionably the
finest heavyweight now in
action and a man destined to
rule the division for perhaps
another five years — not, let
us hope, in virtual anonimity.
"I can't get famous for not
going into the service or for
- becoming a the.
modest, low-key champ said.
"Ali was known for what he
was and what he did and all
the people around him. I'm not
Muhammad All. I don't expect
to be. I came into the world as





W L Pet GB
36 15 634
✓ 18 800 1
22 19 137 1
21 21 NO 5%
19 23 .9141 I%




San Francis,' 25 23
los Angeles 23 26
San Diego 33 29
Atlanta 18 27






Tseada y 's Ganser
Montreal 9, Philadelphia 0
Ptttsburgh 8, Chicago 0
New York 4, St.Louts 2
Houston 2. Cincinnati 1
Atlanta at San Diego. 2, n

















W L Pet GS
30 17 IX -
Ill 18 501 2%
27 22 561 ,4
25 22 132 5
20 2) SOF 7
4P-30 X 435 94
12 36 250 18%
WEST
n It 508
X 19 591 %
27 19 SE
27 21 563 1%
X 23 511 4 •
17 • 21 .UW 
21 JO 12%
Late games sat beludad
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 9. Toronto 8
Chicago 4. Cleveland 2
fAilwaukte 7, Now Y art)
Oakland -at Minnesota, ppd . rain
Boston at Texas, ppd., rain
Baltimore 8. Kansas City 1
















5tetile& brinnusips A's for free meal'J
' Your Repn. C. • . • I - • II • • • A
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• 1 7Y- TEl 56001 year report cord
rinc,show us you Nts .
1 Finctl A=Free Fries
' 3Final NsIg Free_ t.omburger + Free Fries
 5Findi A's = Free a Il i ii r +Fiao_kek Cake
+FreeFries.... 
. FOR FINAL A's ohitv Offer geed thre midnite, June 17th
This offer is limited to a total of 1 Hamburger, 1 order of Fries, and 1Coke.
Offer good at the following BurgerOueen locations:
Murray, Ky. Hwy: 641 No.
•

























































  Crushed Sliced, or Chunk 11/2 OZ
. 2/89
DEL MONTE CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
GOLDEN CORN 16 OZ. 3/1
With $10.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Predicts







RE6. OR ELECTRIC PERK
1 LB. BAG
WHITE CLOUD








  240Z. LOAF 3/$1
*AMOUR VIENNA SUNFLOU
N Ulf RISING
SAUSAGE 501. 3/9 FLOUR ALL 89c
MAXWELL DOUSE INSTANT
POTATO CHIPS I oz. 89c COFFEE 10 oz. $379EVENFRESH GLAZED
7c14 OZ. 9 





  3/$1 lPARAMO.F.E.GE.
KRAFT PARKAT
MARGARINE  1 LB QUARTERS 49c
PILSBURY HUNGRY JACK


























$ 1 89 WIENERS 
FIELD'S QT. PICKLED
BOLOGNA 120Z. $149 BOLOGNA—
COUNTRY PRIDE FRESH CHICKEN CHUNK STYLE
Li $1"
$219
LIVERS Lo.99c PORK LIVER Lo.39°
SAVE MONEY—BONUS PAK—SAVE MONEY
2 PKG. 12 OZ. WIENERS
1 LB. GROUND BEEF ALL t
2 LB. CENTER PORK CHOPS FOR
1 LB. IGA BACON ONLY
1 LB. WILLIAMS SAUSAGE
95
PRODUCE
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Elliott
Funeral services for Mrs.
Hobert (Ella) Elliott of
Murra Route 5 were held this
morning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jonathan Kimbro and the
Rev. Darrell Ramsey of-
ficiating. Mrs. Oneida White
was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Steve
Reed, Keith Beane, John W.
Kimbro, W. P. Hurt, Donnie
Elliott, and Edward Elliott.
Burial was in The Barnett
Cemetery.
Mrs. Elliott, 78, died
Monday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a charter
member of the Assembly of
God, Murray. .
_ Survivors_ include her
husband; step daughter, Mrs.
Linzy Beane, Murray Route 5;
son, Ben Lane, Waukesha,
Wis.; two step sons, John and
James Elliott, Murray Route
5; eight grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.
Bobby Joe Pool Is
Dead At Age Of 48;
Rites On Thursday
Word has been received of
the death of Bobby Joe Pool,
48, of Morehouse, Mo., son of
Mrs. Ora (Gladys) Wyatt of
Murray, who died Tuesday at
5 a.m. at the Veterans
Hospital, Poplar Bluff. Mo.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bernie Rogers Pool,
Morehouse, Mo.; one son, Joe
Pool; St. Louis, Mo.; one
stepson, and two grand-
children; his mother, Mrs.
Wyatt, Murray, four half
brothers. John and Marshall
Higgins and James and J. W.
Pool; half sister, Elaine Pool.
Charles Rains of Murray is a
surviving uncle.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Watkins Funeral
Home. Morehouse, Mo.
Interment will follow at a
cemetery in Fisk, Mo.
Mr. Christenberry
Dies At Age Of 81;
Funeral Is Today
• Lubie Christenberry died
Tuesday at 5 a.m,c, at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 81 years of
age and a resident of 1203
Cuba Road, Mayfield.
The deceased was a retired
custodian with the May field
School System, .and was a
member of the High Point
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Golden Christenberry:
one daughter, Mrs. Eva
Davidson, Mayfield; one
brother, Sam Christenberry.
Murray Route' .1; four gran-
dchildren; six great grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 pan. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. James
Tharp and the Rev. Jimmy
Madding officiating.
Active pallbearers are
Kenneth Zeh, David Madding,
David Henderson, Toy B.
Farless, Willard Carr, and
Roy Turner. Honorary
pallbearers are members of
Mr. Christenberry's Sunday
School at High Point Church.





Mrs. Pearl Phillips of
Fairborn, Ohio, formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday at 11:30
a.m. at the Fairborn Hospital.
She was 68 years of age and
is survived by one spn, Gordon
Phillips of Fairborn, Ohio.
The. body is being returned
to the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Murray,
where funeral services will be
• held Friday at 2 p.m. with the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White of-
ficiating.
Other arrangements and a





The fimeral for G. Luther
Draffen, Calvert City
businessman and promoter of
Marshall County, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev
Guy Lawson and the Rev
Benny Barron officiating.






Riley, Neal Sexton, and
Grovie Collins.
Honorary pallbearers are
Dr. L. J. Hortin, 0. T. (Jack
Davis, Ray Stice, Charles
Hail, James Reike,- Royce
Gregory, Cecil Stice, Dr.
William Colburn, Carl
McKeim, Gilbert Stice, Clifton
Devine, John Russell, and
William Draffen.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations in Mr.
Draffen's name to a favorite
charity.
Mr. Draffen, 88, died
Monday at 1:45 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was a resident of
207 Main Street, Calvert City.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Dora Green Draffen, and
one son, James L. Draffen,
Calvert City; two grandsons,
Jim Draffen of Memphis,
Tenn., and John Morris





Funeral services for Mrs. A.
J. Margie) Terry were held
this morning at 11 o'clock at
the Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. Bert Owens, Jr., of-
ficiating.
The body is now being taken
to the Lemley Funeral Home,
Oneonta, Ala., where services
will be held Thursday at 11
a.m. Burial will follow in the
Pine Bluff Cemetery there.
The Collier Funeral Home of
Benton was in charge of
arrangement, here.
Mrs. Terry, 60, Benton
Route Three, Calloway-
Marshall County Line, died
Monday at 1 p.m. at her home,
manse for the Oak Grove
Church.
Survivors include her
husband, the Rev. A. J. Terry;
one daughter. Mrs. Doris Jean
McCoy, and three grand-
children, Carrie Lynn,
:Lisetta. and Lenna McCoy, all
of Santa Claus, Ind.; one
sister, Mrs. Grace Franks,
and one brother, Olden Talley,
both of Locust Fork, Ala.'
Charley Olive Dies
At Paris Hospital
Charley Olive died Monday
at 7:20 a.m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 68 years
of age and an employee of
Wilson Chevrolet, Paducah,
,prior to his retirement in 1973.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Nomie Kuykendol101ive.
-and a sister, Mrs. Halle
McConnell, Paris, Tenn,
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p. mi._ at the chapel of
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Johnson Chapel
Methodist Church Cemetery.
Stock Market
Prices of stoca of local interest at
noon, EDT, today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times -by-First of Mictugan.
Corp of Murray. are as follows
WINS GUBERNATORIAL PRIMARY — John Y. Brown, Jr
winner of Tuesday's Democratic Gubernatorial Primary, is
shown here with his wife, the former Phyllis George
Brown will face Republican nominee Louie FL Nunn in the
November General Election. —
Federal Inspectors And
Airline Officials Continue
Study Of DC-10 Crash
CHICAGO IAPI — Federal
inspectors and American
Airlines officials — ap-
parently not satisfied the loss
of one engine was the key
factor in the nation's worst air
crash — plan to program a
computer to see how the DC-10




sportation Safety Board and
the airline said Tuesday they
are trying to determine
whether the falling engine
damaged other parts of the
• plane such as the hydraulic
system that provides power to
critical controls on the plane's
wings and tail.
American officials said they
plan to program a com-
puterized aircraft . simulator
at the airline's training center
in Dallas to learn how the
jumbo jet would have reacted
if two. of its three hydraulic
systems failed when the
engine fell off. The simulator
is used to train pilots.
-We are looking into the
hydraulic system of that
aircraft and tracing the
trajectory of that engine when
it came off the top of that
wing. We want to know what
happened — what kind of
damage might have been done




provides power to the
ailerons, flaps, elevators,.
rudder and spoilers — devices
that help control the plane.
Buckhorn added that the
safety board won't know what
caused the crash for several
months. .
Investigators say_ Flight
191s trouble began Friday
when a 3-inch bolt in the left
wing engine assembly
cracked on takeoff and the
engine tore away from the
jumbo jet.
Tryouts For KET Drama
Held Tuesday At Library
industrial Average  -4.25 J.-0
Au Products   V% -4
American Motors
0 Ashland OH 42% -%
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Tryouts for the Kentucky
Educational Television
production of "This Other
Eden," a five-hour
documentary drama on the
people and events that formed
the state of Kentucky, were
held Tuesday aftermam in the
auditorium of the Murray-
Calloway County Public
Library.
According to Luralyn Lahr,
'associate producer of the
show, the auditions were on
the basis of age and looks. The
roles are for a crowd and there
are no speaking parts. Lahr
said. A mixture of 35 people is
needed, she added.
The scene for the
auditioning is set in 1896. It is a
campaign speech given by'
William Jennings Bryant. on
tour through Kentucky
Lahr said the documentary
might be televised sometimein December.
Steven Channing, a.
professor at the University of'
Kentucky. wrote the script.
Tim Ward of KET is director
and co-producer of the drama..
Dorothy Peterson of KET is
the producer. Narrator will be
Patricia Neal.
AUDITIONS — Tryouts were held Tuesday afternoonfor KET's production of 'This Other Eden.' uralvi tabsassociate producer, takes pictures as the (auditions, (0, acrowd scene, are based on looks and agts . .
Martha Layne Collins Named
Demo's Lt. Governor Candidate
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — Martha
Layne Collins has taken the first giant
step toward becoming Kentucky's
second woman lieutenant governor by
defeating five mate rivals in the
Democratic primary.
With unofficial returns almost
complete, Mrs. Collins, who was
elected state Supreme Coourt clerk in
1975, held a 4,500-vote lead over Bill
Cox, a Madisonville trucking executivewho had been regarded as the fron-
trunner until a few weeks ago.
Mrs. Collins, of Versailles, had
launched a strong last-minute
telephone campaign designed to
generate° a large women's vote at the
very time that Cox became embroiled
in controversy with another rival.
"We had a game plan and it didn't
vary," Mrs. Collins said today in a
telephone interview. "I feel that steady
campaign is indicative of the leader-
ship I will provide for the state."
Mrs. Collins, a 42-year-old former
beauty queen, has advocated close
cooperation between a lieutenant
governor and governor.
She views the No. 2 post, which has
been largely stripped of its duties, as a
kind of budsman duty and funnel for
dealing with problems that cannot be
handled by a busy governor.
Mrs. Collins' Republican rival in
November will be Commonwealth's
Attorney Harold Rogers of Somerset,
who overcame token opposition in
Tuesday's voting
Cox _had seemed to be leading the
Democratic pack with a noisy cam-
paign — he designated his followers as
•"Cox's Army" —but was jolted earlier
this month when one rival, James
Vernon of Corbin, contended he was
part of an FBI investigation of alleged
wrongdoing in state government.
Third in the field was former Jef-
ferson County Judge Todd Hollenbach,
the last entry who took an early lead on
the basis of returns from the populous
Brown.. .
(Continued From Page, One
expenditures — at least million on
the record through last month — and
Gov. Julian Carroll's purported use of
adminstrntion muscle Against him.
Mrs. Stovall, at 60 the oldest major
candidate, had hoped to become
Kentucky's first woman governor, as
she had become the first lieutenant
governor.
.Brown may have changed the
methods of Kentlieftiy politics by his
unique late entry and drive, which
bypassed the customary courthouse
and precinct structure in favor of
recruiting thousands of volunteers
through a Jaycee-type operation and
setting up a massive telephone bank.
Essentially, Brown relied on quick
coverage of the electorate through a
media blitz and helicopter tours. But
his aides said even this approach could
not have been successful without the
millionaire's charisma and prior name
recognition.
Brown told enthusiastic supporters at.
his election headquarters that Gov.
Julian Carfdll hash. assured him of
support in the fall, as had the other four
candidate—
But he still struck an anti-
administration note in commenting
that an era of "blacktop roads" and
"personal service contracts" to
political favorites was at an end.
Browns platform was not much
different than most of his rivals„
focusing on improvements in
education, renovations for secondary
roads and limits on state spending and
tales.
But increasingly in the final weeks he
lambasted Carroll's administration and
emphasized that the people were "tired
of politicans," citing elections of
governors in other states.
In turn, the alarmed McBrayer camp
characterized Brown as a high stakes
gambler with a jet set image and no
real roots in Kentucky. .
"For the first time, this has been
truly a people's campaign," Brown said
today, claiming that not a single major
politician had contacted him during his
campaign.
AO on a 'personal note, he told of
-crying myself to sleep many a night"
when his father, John Y. Brown Sr.,
constantly lost various statewide
campaigns "against the machine"
decades ago.
The elder Brown was instrumen 1 in
helping push his son into a race eke
crowded with hopefuls who viewed
Carroll administration as unpopular
and therefore vulnerable.
"In November, we're all going to be
nners against Louie Nunn," the
Democratic nominee said.
Nunn, 55, was elected governor in
1967 on his second attempt at the office,




But Hollenbach's strength dissipated
In non-metropolitan areas and he
emerged with only 20 percent of the
total vote.
State Sen. Joe Prather of Hardin
County was a close fourth with 19
percent. The other major contestants,
Vernon and Richard [Awl& of Benton,
lagged far behind.
The race had started calmly, but
broke into dissension when Vernon
made his accusation about Cox on a
statewide televised panel.
Cox subsequently filed a slander suit
and both candidates have given court
depositions.
The defeat of Cox, who had been an
intimate member of Gov. Julian
Carroll's circle, is another blow to the
state administration, whose preferred
gubernatorial candidate, Terry
McBrayer, lost to John Y. Brown Jr.
- Mrs'. Collins portrayed herself as a
kind of peacemaker between the
Democratic factions loosely led by
Carroll and by Sen. Wendell Foist
Ky., who was Carroll's predecessor
She was supported openly by J.R.
Miller, a mentor of Ford and a former
state Democratic chairman
Cox had resigned as federal highway
administrator to make the race and
spent by far the most money on it,
receiving $485,000 in contributions
through last month compared to
$100,000 for Mrs. Collins.
Miss Kentucky-World
Set At Murray State
The Miss Kentucky World-America
Pageant has made final plans for the
pageant to be held at Murray State
University, Murray, on Saturday, June
9, at 7:30 p.m., in the University
Auditorium. -
Thirty-twogiris from across the state
of Kentucky will be participating in the
State Contest which is the state
preliminary to Miss World-America
Pageant to be held in September.
Contestants will be judged on facial
beauty, poise-personality, swim slut
and formal competition. There will be
no talent competition. a,
Miss World-America will compete in
the Miss World Pageant to be held in
London, England in November. Some of
the gifts Miss Kentucky World-America
will receive will be a diamond necklace,
expense paid trip with round trip flight
to National Finals, $100 cash, formal,
Givency Sports outfit,. Samsonite
luggage, Hyatt Regency Weekend,
crown, banner, trophy and other gifts.
Tickets will be on sale at the door
during pageant night, according to
Connie Clark, state director.
MSU Gets Grant
A two-year grant of $29,3l0 has been
awarded to the Hancock Biological
Station of Murray State University to
evaluate the effect of fish attractors on
the continuing availablity of crappie
and largemouth bass in Lake Barkley
arid Kentucky Lake.
Funding by the Kenlucky, Water
Resources Research Institute of the
University of Kentucky, will begin Oct.
1. -The project was initiated this spring'
with the cooperation of the fisheries
Management staff of the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Land Between The
Lakes (LBL).
Dr. Don Johnson, director of the
biological station and project designer,
and Dr. Tom Forsythe, fisheries
biologist at LBL, will serve as project
supervisors.
Larry Kips, a Murray State graduate
student and TVA intern, has the
primary responsibility for collection
and analysis of data. Other members of
the research team are Murray State
graduate students Gary Jenkins and
Gary Rice.
They are investigating the types of
fishes that congregate at artificial
covers and studying their sizes and
growth rates, reproductive success,
and replacement rates following
removal by fishermen. Position and
depth of the attractors is also being
evaluated.
Johnson said the results of the studies
will be important in, the installation of
additional attractofs and may also
influence future management of spring
water levels in the reservoirs.
He emphasized that the recovery of
tagged fish is a critical part of the
research and will be dependent on the
cooperation and support of game
fishermen.
Election. • • (Continued From i'age One
Weiseaberger a landslide victory in
Calloway County in the First District
state senate race. Weisenberger, with
3,321 votes, led Forrest Burchard who
garnered 625 in Calloway. In the six
county district, which also includes
Graves, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton and
Marshall counties, Weisenberger
received 12,811 to Burchard's 3,700.
Locally, voters went with U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard in the Democratic
gubernatorial race. Hubbard, of
Mayfield, led in Calloway County with
2,417 votes to John Y. Brown Jr. 'S 1,904.
Brown won statewide with 28 percent of
the vote in the nine-candidate race.
Gubernatorial candidates following
Hubbard and Brown in local voting
were: Terry McBrayer, 1,332; Harvey
Sloane, 640; Thelma Stovall, 537;
George Atkins, 33; Doris Binion, 14;
Lyle L. Willis, 7; and John J. Weikel, 4.
In the Republican gubernatorial
race, local voters went along with
statewide results in electing Louie B.
Nunn as the Republican nominee. Nunn:
received 143 local votes and 79 percent
of the total statewide vote.
Following Nunn in local voting were:
Ray B. White, 10; Elmer Begley Jr.. 5;
and Thurman Hamlin, 1.
In the Democratic lieutenant
governor's race, Richard H. Lewis of
Benton carried the local vote with 2,826.
However, Lewis lost statewide , to
Martha Layne Collins who received ±2
percent of the vote.
Following Lewis in local voting were:
William "Bill" Cox, 1,141; Collins,
1,018; Todd Hollenbach, 518; Joe
Pratiter, 221; Jim Vernon, 69; and
Chalrey T. Rowland, 20.
The local Republican lieutenant
governor choice was Harold Rogers
with 68 votes. Rogers led statewide with
67 percent of the vote. Following
Rogers locally was Bob Bersky with 39
votes and Granville Thomas with 14
votes .
In 'a statewide race that attracted
RICK WE1SENBERGER
much local attention, Mandl Vinson,
alumni affairs director at Murray State
University, was the overwhelming
choice of Calloway Countians for
agriculture commissioner. Vinson, who
received 15 percent of the statewide
vote, got 3,962 votes locally. Vinson lost
the race to Alben W. Barkley II, who
received 27 percent of the statewide
vote.
Following Viison in local voting were
Barkley, 767; r, dward G. Brown, 336;
Ken Hall, 132; Don E. Kenady. 94;
Melvin D. Martin, 41; Woodrow Wilson,
39; and Fred Waters, 37.
Roy C. Gray Jr. won the Republican
agriculture commissioner race locally
with 73 votes. He carried the state with
51 percent of the total. Following Gray
in local voting were Tommy Klein with
28 votes and Clyde Simeck with 12
votes.
Highway 641
South, Murray DWAIN TAYLO CHEVROLET inc. Telephone753-2617
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MICHELLE SPANN, center, was crowned as Kentucky Little Miss - 1979 at ite--pageant, ponsored by Tau Phi Lamb-
da Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen of the World, held on May 20, at the Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Others named were, left to right, Andrea Leigh Crick, 7 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Jim Crick Murray, first run-
nerup, sponsored by Sue's Beauty Salon; Monia Leigh Tinsley, 5 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Tinsley,
Paducah third runnerup, sponsored by Fortress Steak House, John Smith Gallery of Homes, and Gregory Piping Co.;
Rachel Renee Hammock, 8 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Hammock, Hickman, fourth runnerup, spon-
sored by Hickman Roofing and Insulation, Craddock's American Amoco, and Turnbow's Super kitarket; Shannon
Jeanne Losner, 7 year old.flaughter of Mrs. Jeanne H. McCuiston, Pembroke, second runnerup, sponsored by Plan-
ters Bank of Todd County-Trenton and Elkton Branches. Thirty-four contestants were entered in the fourth annual
pageant according to Judy Scruggs, chairperstictiai the event_ Photo By AnClatt
KENTUCKY LITTLE MISS — 1979 Michelle Spann, 8
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs., Robert Spann of
Murray, is shown with her crown, trophy, and flowers
after being named for the honor at the Kentucky Little
*ss Pageant held May 20 at the Lovett Auditorium,
urray State University. The pageant was sponsored
y Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen of
e Worfd. Sponsors for Michelle were Murray Supply
C Inc., Wholesale Electric Supply Co., and lawn S,
G rden Center.
Photo By Artcraft
Evryone Said It Was
Toa Late For Brown To
gntor Gubernatorial Race
.- B SY RAMSEY.
:: Associated Press Writer
.: LOUIS ILLE, Ky. i AP) —
::After almost two
::elaustrop obic days in a _
. Lexington\ motel room and
:labout 100 telephone calls to
1:just abutl every politician in
Kentucky, • ohn Y. Brown Sr.,
,his wife lyllis and adviser
"Larry Townsend emerged
, :tired and discouraged on
: March 24. ;
.-' Without e ception, everyone 
4vhad said it as either too late
. or hopeless for the
- multimillionaire, fast-food and
sports promoter to suc-
cessfully overcome six major
, Democrats in the guber-
natorial primary.
•?, Yet, Eder days later. Brown,
;telephoned. Townsend -from
Washington, where he had
attended the signing of the
Mideast peace treaty, and
said:. "Let's do it."
Brown 'announced a few
hours later when he landed f
here, and the most unusual
campaign in Kentucky history
got under way.
Townsend, Brown's cam-
paign manager who has been
. associated with him for the
'past decade in business,
described the prelude to
Brown's almost .astonishingly
swift rise to victory.
Why Brown changed his
mind still is not clear.
although' it apparently—had
something to do with his new
wife's wishes, his acute sense
that the time was right, ,and
some quick research that
seemed to show people in a
number of other states were
electing political newcomers
who were businessmen.
Whatever the reasons, the
machinery began to hum with
a speed that may spell the end
of tradiitional lengthy state
campaigning ,through the
coliriblrusTand preelntrrotite.-
"Within seven days, we had
a superb internal
organization," said Bob Cobb,
the campaign- coordinator
who, like Townsend, had come
up through Jaycee ranks.
He said the organization
.. included the massive,,
telephone bank, "Jibe best
pollster in the country': . ,in
Hugh Schwartz. and a' Top
media advikr, Bob Squire.
Carroll Ladt, who had ex-
perience in politics, joined
Townsend and Cobb, and the
three began to plan the
triumph.
Townsend indicated. the
whirlwind campaign was not
that great a departure from
the norm, but really a
telescoping of traditional
methods heavily dependent on
the candidate's charisma.
"The wiling thing is that
the people beat the-politicians
at their own game," Cobb
said.
The -Brown—ch-ive- - -was
characterized by some as
"instant organization."
Not really so, Townsend
responded, because an
estimated 15,000' to 20,000
.volunteers actually were
organized down to the precinct
level — in a hurry.
"Overnight organization is a -
better phrase," Cobb said.
Once the volunteers were
recruited, they were brought
in for training sessions and
given specific assignments —
much as in routine politics,
according to Brown aides.
They also scoffed at what
they called the exaggerated
concept of media saturation —
sometimes it seemed in the
final weeks that iirsii,sip had
preempted most of television.
Townsend said that
probably not more than one-
third of the estimated $1.25
million campaign expenditure
went for media coverage.
Townsend and Cobb also
claimed that state
headquarters, housed in a
beautiful residence near
downtown Louisville, escaped
the chaos that seems to plague
all such places because the
time was too short to establish
cliqufs and engage in
bickering.
They indicated that when all
thelintttfcal -glamour is taken
away frorn the overall
operation, it was largely an -
expanded business promotion.
But on the details and
--operation of the phone bank
and other mechanics,
Townsend and Cobb were
silent.
fter all, they asked, why
should Brown tell that secret
to success to Republican Louie
Ntuui, h's opponent in the fall.
People Evacuated While Track Cleared
MAYFIELD, Ky. IAP) —
About 30 pe1-sons were ex-
pected to remain away from
their homes today while
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
crews cleared ea section of
track where five freigh,t cars
derailed.
Residents, of the Water
Valley community were or-
dered to leave their homes
Tuesday after one of the
derailed cars began leaking a
flammable liquid.
"It was a precautionary
measure," explained Gordon
Nichols, spokesman for the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services. "The
people were moved out so
cleanup operations could
.begin."
was unable to estimate
how long this would take.
Nichols identified the liquid
as methanol and said it had 
been leaking about a gallon
every ten minutes before
workers managed to contain
the seepage. He said some
leaked into a nearby creek.
Another car containing
methanol also left the track
but no spillage was reported
nor was there any from the
cars containing aluminum
hydrate and butadiene.
L.H. "Dick" Frymire, state
railroad oorrunissioner, said
the weak was stopped early
Tuesday evening. He said
residents would remain
evacuated until the tracks
were cleared sometime today.
Frymire said the train
derailed on a passing track,
which he described as being
"in pretty bad shape.
"After today, there won't be -
any trains using that passing
track until the ICG gets it
fixed," Frymire added.
BERKELEY, Calif. AP) —
A lethal bombardment of
cosmic, radiation from an
exploding star may have
blanketed the Earth 65 million
years ago, wiping out the




The new theory, based upon
radiological testing of the rare
element iridium, is another
attempt at explaining the.
relatively rapid disapparance
of the huge reptiles who once
ruled their steamy en-
Nichols said the evacuation
covered a 1,000 square foot
area around the wreckage site
in Graves County.
The freight train was pulling







Alvarez, who presented a
report on the group's findings
Monday to an American
Geophysical Union conference
in Washington, D.C., called it
"the most dramatic event
involving the most dramatic
animals ever seen."
"And it had tremendous
implications," he said. ••It
gave the early raarrunals
scope for evolution. Had the
dinosaurs not become extinct,
we ought not be here."
rtrtit.
a,





rocker rivals the old easy chair
for comfort. The floating action
chair base rocks or swivels
'with ease. Cushions are gener-
ously filled with foam and
covered with brightly colored
summer vinyls. Comes. with
or without matching otto-
man. Stop in for a free
sitting
A tanfastic way
to worship i. f. .
the sun!. 4'k ,
6 Ii • t
aka. stki
You don't have to wait til Sep-
tember in order to buy patio fur-
niture on sale. We've already
reduced our patio furniture just in
time for spring.
The Homecrest Ice Cream Paiior Set is ideal for
enjoying snacks and treats out on your patio. It
consists of one hi-lo adjustable mesh-top table
and two patio chairs. Features welded-steel con-
struction and removable seat cushions. Table ad-
justs from 18" to 28" in height. And its price









The Lloyd Umbrella Tree.
SUMMER COMFORT
IN AFFORDABLE
• ELEGANCE! ri•/ -.Of shine, these
. wreathe, 110yd desrqns
iet you take tne































































Hold Party For Seniors
The junior members of the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center Chapter of
--the Future Business Leaders
of America had a senior
sendoff party on May seventh
at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School cafeteria.
The juniors honored the
seniors for all they have




prepared by the juniors,
emphasized the theme of the
banquet which was the
J,ior's wish for each senior—
"As you travel .through life
may you always have hap-
piness, hope, success, friends.
and faith." --
Tammy Frankhouse hosted
the program with Rene Elkins
giving the welcome to the
seniors with an original poem
written for the occasion.
Rhonda Garland and Laura
Fones made predictions of
what the seniors will be doing
the next few years as they
travel the "Road of Life."
Each senior was presented
with a glass engraved with
"FBLA."
Named as Outstanding
FBLA Member of the Murray
Vocational Center Chapter, an
award given by the chapter
members to the one member
they feel has done the most to
promote FBLA and its
projects, was Shelia Phillips,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Phillips.
In her two years at the
Center, Shelia served as
chapLer____LeporLet_ and
president, and as Region I
vice president, highest office
in the region. As region vice
president she planned and
presided at the Region I
Leadership Conference. She
also served on the State FBLA
Executive Council with her
duties being to assist in
planning all. state activities
and projects and in conducting
the suite leadership con-
ference.
The meeting was closed
with the installation of the
newly elected officers for 1979-
80. The candlelight ceremony
was led by chapter president,







presented plaques of ap-
preciation to the 1978-79 of-
ficers from the chapter. These
officers were Shelia Phillips,







Flowers and charms were
presented to the advisers,
Mrs. Martha Crawford and
Mrs. Brenda Nix.
Brown Says Nomination Shows




John Y. Brown Jr. said today
that his Democratic primary
election is "the first time in
my lifetime I can remember
the machine politicians being
beaten."
Brown said in an interview
early today that his
nomination in Tuesday's
Democratic gubernatorial
primary shows that voters are
tired of old-style politics.
To me, Louie Nunn is an
old time politician," Brown
said of the Republican he will
face in the November election.
"Our campaigniaarefreshing
approach to changing Ken-





"I feel that Louie Nunn comes
from the old political schooL "
Brown, who promised
daring the primary campaign
to root politicians out of
Frankfort, said he would run a
dignified campaign against
Nunn, a former governor. But
Brown said he wouldn't be




hadn't enjoyed the mud-
slinging of the primary/
campaign, but did not respo
to personal attacks by
Julian Carroll's /ad-
ministration because h was




allusions to his gambling were
''cheap shots".
Brown ackowledged that he
has gambled, but he said he
has never done anything
illegal.
"It's a free country. What
might be big stakes to them
might not be tome," he said.
Brown said he would never
consider legaliziing gambling
in Kentucky. He said the
allegations were an intrusion_
into his personal life, like
saying someone is overweight,
or that he smokes or drinks.
"You can say this or that is
wrong, but I feel like I've lived
a moral life...an honorable
life," he said.
Asked whether a federal
probe and grand jury in-
vestigation of allegations of
wrongdoing in state ver-
nment circles will lt his
chances in Novembë, Brown
replied, "I don't arry the
successes or buçdens of the
administration) The public
will know j,ts their bur-
den... Louie (unn was a great
burden to . rry himself."
Brown Said he doesn't plan
to release his income tax
returns .now that he is the
Dephocratic nominee. He said
a/letter from his accountants
,Atatina that he has never been
involved in anything illegal or
'any state government
business was "more Own I
needed to du:
"I don't want, to make a
circus out of my finances," he







Wah Conic Bread onct Price On
Combination ScOod (w•th MPG,
Super 3pecial For Kids
Spaghetti ;ind Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always
FREE WILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good




serve the public good."
Brown said his tax returns
are so complicated that they
:might be distorted by those
who seek to use them against
him.'
"All my transactions have
been done honorably...I've
never asked my accountants
to do anything improper," he
said.
Brown said he plans to have
fund-raisers to raise ad-
ditional campaign funds for
the November election, and
said he expects to continue
running the same kind of
intensive campaignn that he
did in the primary.
He said he prefers not to
think of it as a "media blitz"
but ampeople blitz."
Brown said he expects to
continue intensive television
advertising, but probably
would not need to use a
helicopter so extensively to
trav.el across the state. He
defended hi.s heavy use of
media advertising, saying
that "television doesn't lie."
The fast food and sports
promoter, who has prornised
to bring new business to
Kentucky, said be would not
bring in heavy polluting in-
dustry, and will work to
develop Kentucky's own
resources, primarily coal and
agriculture.
,He said he probably
wouldn't have gotten into the
gubernatorial race if he hadn't
married former Miss America
Phyllis George last spring.
After spending today on the
telephone thanking campaign






By The Associated Press
Heavy thunderstorms
moved across the southern
Plains and the lower
Mississippi Valley today after




High winds caused minor
damage in the Ne* Orleans
area, and a tornado touched
down northwest dt Biloxi,
Miss. There were no reports of
damage or injuries.
In Fort Worth, Texas, water
was six to eight inches deep on
some streets. Flash flooding
was reported Tuesday in
Corsicana, Texas, where
thunderstorms dumped more
than six inches of rain. There
were reports that water
reached the tops of cars in
some areas.
A flash flood watch was




today over New England and
New York. Showers were
forecast from the Gulf Coast
through the Mississippi Valley
and into the northern,kwas.„.
The Rocky Mountain states
and the West Coast were to
have sunny skies, and tern-
tures were to be mild
afro,. e nation.
Tempe ures before dawn
today rang om 26 in Big




ter of the future Business Leaders of America for 1978-
79:Making the presentation at the banquet was Tam-
my Franlouser.
PHILLIPS, right, was named as Outstanding
of the Murray Area Vocational Center Chap-
NEW OFFICERS of the Murray Area Vocational Center Chapter Of the FutureBusiness,
Leaders of America for 1979-80 were installed at the recent banquet. Shown here with
the advisers are, left to right, Mrs. Brenda Nix, advisor Tammy frankhouser, president















































































































GIVES YOU 2 1.11LL COLOR BORDERLESS. PRINTS
INSTEAD OF ONE
NOW -Val .SHARE THOSE HOLIDAY PHOTOG1aPHS writ' FRIENDS
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Each of these advertised items is retried lobe readily available for sale
in each Ir.rw store, except as spores* aided in this ad. If we do run
out of an rtised item, we voil offer you yew choice of a .areble
item, when avaihable, reflecting the same savings ore raiwdma vAddi
will entitle you% purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days .
$200 Off
64 GLENDALE FIAMWEI WE
1=11
WE .....„,„„/
Fp; a[c-_,: :ciii -ifit-_e_07,-!§qiinit, ptaic-..0:s'!:(.-p!!ot:cw?: mkt meaty Tender Choice Beef Flat
t WORTH 204 OFF E r WORTH 604 OFF ii TURKEY \ 
Kid's Favorite
SERVE 'N SAVE /BONELESS—mu toward the purchase o as f a. am on toword the purchose ot eo pitg — wo— 1 lb OR0 of so = of Fres-Shore II - DRUMSTICKS \ WIENERS ' BRISKETS.5 OSCAR MAYER .1 5: FISH-N-BATTER =
E.p,e,june St 
fts am. Expires June 5th we 
eglomitear 1 2 oz 9 9C 0.°°...
111 III I I illiiiiiilliffille IIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIllild - lb. 5
5 E E ' SHWIENERS. FI PORTIONS E 
.
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Idaho Potatoes 1:$1 68
FANCY-FRESN

























FAMILY PAK • ,
Pork Steak 





















Excess fat, bone and wasteare removed according to •rigid Kroger 









"1* 'Freshly cougr 'her, c.,o..ecl ow' e sealed contc,-•
•Roshe•1 dre<IIy to Kroger from relable East Coast fLso.
•Atcurotev tabettea SM.< 'es 'Open Dotedlor assured
freshness 4Aug,Iabie thurs.day Fr,cloy A Solurdoy only,
FRESH •













Try anew kind of-cheese each c1G. 'his week... your Kroger Deli stands ready to cut
delightful cheeses lust for you We have oil kinds of cheese., domestic and


















This Weeks Super Hero Glass
WONDER WOMAN
GLASS




• AND KEEP THE Gt ASS
WHILE SUPPLIES LAY
SHREDDED CREAMY





WITH MUSTARD, MAYO., / ONIONS























































p/sor, COST CUTTER COUPON
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CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!
MAYONNAISE
32 0 111 5
jar






L4 ̀ OE 0 7
Ill CANS /






















































2 GAL.$ 1 69
CTN.
FREEZER PLEIZER FUDGE BARS OR





















Honey Buns*  2 rs 89'
$ 1 3 9
$ 1 69
KROGER BROCCOLI SPEARS, BAST LIMAS Oft




PIG $ 2 ' 9
with this coupon and 90.00 additional purchase excluding items prohibited by low and inaddition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one coupon.
IIIflIIIIIiiiiiiiiiuiiiii




KROGER 'ATMORE SOFT WHIPPED
Margarine 
KROGER






















White Bread 2 20 02 $ 00LOAVES
KROGER
Brown & Serve Rolls
KROGER /2 
Sandwich Buns





























with this coupon Limit one Expires June 5th
nimiiiimmemmosemosim
I COST-CUTTERi
EVEREADT 9 VOLT 1 Cl. P16.01 Di( ,OR AA CELL
Alkaline Batteries








































You'll find the cast-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our stoore. Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for eero savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health 8.



















B&B Pickles 14 CU.JAR
TWIN ROLL







































































































2 PLY RATNROOM TISSUE
Vanity Fair 
DINT! NOOSE






1'L1. $ 1 35.
CAN t




















49 ca Si75Detergent  lox 
KROGER WRAPPED a SLICED AMERICAN
A 02Cheese Food PlIG, 99c
Kamm WRAPPED L SLICED CHEESE „
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With A Majority Of Votes Tabulated,
Rundown Of Primary Races Released
By The Associated Press
Goi,ernor
" Democratic
. With 95.8 percent of the
:returns tabulated, John Y.




$8,066, Thelma Stovall 45,103,
Lyle Willis 5,175, George
Atkins 4,074, Doris Binion
• 2,451, and John Weikel 2,376.
Republican
With 95.1 percent of the
returns tabulated, Louie Nunn
won with 99,816, Ray White
received 17,640, Elmer Begley




With 97.3 percent of the
votes counted, Martha Layne
Collins won with 103,420,
William Cox received 102,116,
Todd liollenbach 91,582, Joe
Prather 89,133, Richard Lewis
41,829, Jim Vernon 18,704, and
Charley Rowland 6,853.
Republican
With 95 percent of the votes
counted, Harold Rogers won
with 55,780, Granville Thomas




With 95.6 percent of the
votes counted, Frances Jones
Mills won with 145,512 votes,
Ray Adkins received 124,643
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With 96.2 percent of the
votes counted, Rowe Harper
won with 29,227 votes, James
L. Van Hoose received 24,796,
and Earl R. Borders III 11,034.
Attorney General
Democratic
With 96.5 percent of the
votes counted, Steve Beshear
won with 155,349 votes, Jack
Smith received 98,949 and
Jarvis Allen had 54,861.
Republican
With 96.2 percent of the
returns tabulated, Ron Snyder
won with 41,456 votes, and




With 95.2 _percent of the
vgs counted, Jamil-B7-
Graham won with 113,882
votes, Sara Bell received
65,669, George Salem 63,901,
and William Taylor 49,090.
Republican
With 94.9 percent of the
votes counted, Mary Louise
Foust won with 43,978 votes,
and Dan Mattingly had, 23,705.
Treasurer
Republican
With 94.3 percent of the
returns tabulated, Dr. James
Wilhite won with 35,890 votes,
Charles Hardwick received





With 95.2 percent of. the
votes counted, Raymond H.
Barber won with 86,929 votes,
Jerry Alleyne received 76,570,
John B. Cooper 65,976, George
Tolhurst 30,629, and Logan
Miner 27,107.
Republican
With 94.9 percent of the
returns tabulated, Frank
Groschelle won with 36,617




With 94.1 percent of the
votes counted, Alben Barkley
II won with 83,363 votes,
Edward Brown received
47,608, Mancil J. Vinson 46,593,
Fred Waters 45,946, Woodrow
Wilson 27,476, Don Kenady
29,368, Melvin Martin 18,372,
and Ken Hall 14,091.
Republican ,
With 94.1 percent oi the
returns tabulated, Roy Gray
won with 30,940, Tommy Klein




MADISON, Wis. (AP) -
Fantasy and folklore can be
powerful and beneficial in-
fluences during childhood,
believes Gertrude Herman,
library-school professor at the
University of Wisconsin-
Madison.
In a course in storytelling
and oral literature she passes
her belief on to students who
are or will be librarians and
teachers.
"As we' write more realistic
stories for children about
death, drugs and divorce,
college students are
fascinated by tales of fairies,
gnomes and hobbits," she
says. "Maybe they're telling
us they missed something."
New Book Policy Adopted At
Library; Many Books Returned
"Since a new policy adopted
by the Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees
was put into effect concerning
overdue Material, many books
have been returned," Ronnie
Jackson., chairman of
Trustees, commented. "There
are still far too many library
patrons who do not take the
responsibility of returning
books on time zand it has
become necessary to take
more serious measures to
Correct the situation," he
further added.
The procedure used for
getting delinquent material
returned is as follows: When a
book is one week overdue, a
patron is notified either by
phone or by postcard: when
the book is one month over-
due, a letter is sent informing
the patron that the book must
be returned within 48 hours or
it will be treated as stolen
property. The vest step is that
-all of those who have not
returned books will have their
names published in the
newspaper, and the final
measure will be the release of
names to the county at-
torney's. Office for Possible
court appearances.
"The amount of staff time
involved, the cost of postage,
and the lost. materials are of
great concern to us, as we
hope to use library finances
for improvement of library
services rather than excessive
spending on retrieval of
overdoes," commented Dr.
Kopperud, trustee treasurer.
"Patrons may return, their-
book 24-hours a day, either by
using the book depository or
the circulation desk book
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material may be renewed
either by phone Or in person,"
Kopperud added.
-We hope people who use
the library will cooperate by
making every effort to get.
their books returned on
Jackson stated.----=
Patrons currently listed as
having overdue books are:
Jan. 1979 Overdoes
,Blanton, Opal, Colley, Evell,
howdy, William, Ever-




Contri, Todd, Cullop, Jeff,
Cunningham, Stephanie,
Dycus, Duane, Hagan, Dave,
Jones, Lisa, Jones Marcella,















▪ Austin, Mark. Boar, Bar-
bara, ,Bailey, Elizabeth,
Banks, Robert, Bartlett,




Beverly, Fuson, Sam Jr.,
Gamble, Christian, George,















Barbara, Bratoy, Beth, Bucy,








GarTand,- Troy. 'Jr.. Garrott.
Ben,
Gemborowski, Renee,
Grogan, Renee, Harringtori, S.
Wary. Houston, Bonnie,
Jones, Marlene, Junge, Mark,





Alfred, Noel, Marcia, Padgett,
Kimberly, Parkin, Jerrie.
Parrish, Kenny, Pasco,










Deborah, Utley; Mike, Wiley,
Sarah, Williams, Charles,
Woods, Robert.
TOWLL LOVE THE RESULTS
WAIT ADS BRING
1. LEGAL NOTICE 1 LEGAL NOTICE
BID INVITATION
Wiped I, Norm leari et klecaliaa
Pep* fa Nis* Neney, laalocky
Oa 30, 1971
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Public Schools,
&larcl at Education, Poplar at Ninth, Murray, Kentucky, until 12 00Noon, Central Daylight Sayings Tune, Wednesday. AU* 13.1879. 1'0Tthe f urrustur% of all labor, materials and sen.ices required for the
following Painting in the Murray School System .
Resilient Floors, Ausug Buildu4;
Murray Middle Sayoul
Separate proposals will be received for these divuuons of work It is
the intent of the owner to award separate contracts on each of the
above listed services of work At the appointed tune and place all
will be opened and read Specifications may be obtauied
Fr abothe Board Office, Poplar at Ninth, Murray. Kentucky The




June 2, 8 pm at West Ken-


















Fire (County) . . 753-6952
Foster Parents .753-5362
7Hospital 53-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn, 753-0849
Humane Soc. .. 759-4141
Learn To Read 753-2288
Needline 753-NEED







'This list -'of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone. •
FREE STORE 7594600
GOD IS LOVE. I John 0:111.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness and all these.
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew a.,33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
































requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
correct,orys Thr•
newspopir will be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
• YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP






Grocery is 219W open





hickory smoked bar b q, by
the Shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's




T03-8123 LOST, FEMALE cat, white





lost from noMe on Catalina,
could be injured --753 5018.
Reward offered.
LOST: LARGE Calico male




trainees 17 25 year olds,
department of Navy wig hire




provide training, room and
board Call Navy 15021 753
6439 
-
BE YOUR os-vra boss this
summer. Earn good money
as an Avon Representative.
Fresh air. Friendly people.
Flexible hours For details








laryla Track Wheel Maw
cay




Complete laws of car, frock.







































Hickory smoked bar -be-
wire, 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson Hih-
Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.








S. 40 Murray 
S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND young black tan
dog in New concord district.
If yOUr'S Call 436 5512 and
describe
L091 BLACK and tan
teoriaie hound with white.
chest. Lost in Keinia Shores.
Call 759.4587 or 436.2316.
CASHIER /4T Archway
Quick Stop -food shop Apply
in person, Highway 641
North
PART TIME waitress. Apply





downtown or/4' Income( off
$225 a month for only $17,500.
Call Guy' Spann Realty, 753
7724
14. WANT TO BU 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474 8018
'4K CARS deliver or will
. up Cali 474.8851 Or 527
315
MOLL A WAY bed Call /89
2118
WANTED TO buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489.
233s
wANT TO buy hand craft
,,eMSCali ,C1 7989
Want To Buy One
bookcase of good stur-
dy wood and one good
desk with at least 2 side
drawers. Call 753-6173
after 5 and ask for
Sherry.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners 75'3 1551 or 753
9104
NOTICE
EFFECTIVE NAT 18th, 1979
Residents of Murray and Calloway County may dump
MIN10/1194 garbags free ofi ellitMat 44 city OWneil
landfill 1F. '
1. There is a city sticker ON the VEHICLE or •2. The resident has a current city sticker receipt
with their drivers license.
TNERE WILL BE A CRAM TO-All. INDIVIDUALS DUN-
PINO-CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OR TIRES AT THE
CITY OWNED LANDFILL.
Raiders for hire will be considered Commercial
customers regardless of the material being dumped
and will be charged.
Approved by the Public Works Committee of the City
ef Murray Common Council May 18, 1979,
HELP WANTED
Demonstrators - MERRI-MAC offers the
best party plan program anywhere. Our
guaranteed line of toys, gifts and super
Hostess Program makes it easy for you to
earn $$$$! No investment, delivering or
collecting. Call collect now - _
















































































*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
froti Delivery Om Prinaiettiees Is City Webs
MillUAt
wen*
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE White Freno,
Provincial bedroom suite
with canopy bed, box springs
and mattress, double dresser
with mirror, and bookcase
hutch; 2 years old, $350 1960
Ghifierolet pickup, good
motor, $ 150. Hide a bed sofa,
$20, maple coffee and end
tables, S20, old metal bed
frame, $10. Call 753 8724.
16. NOME FURNISHINGS
19 CUBIC FgOT frost free




Provincial canopy bed and
dresser with mirror,- full size
mattress and box springs,





Burrit green vinyl recliner,
J C. Penney ladies 10-
_speed bic
shelf bookcase with WASS
doors, $25; two large whiskey
barrels. $8 each, used golf
clubs, beg and hand cart,
S50, 8 X 10 brOwn braided
rug, $„)5. Call 753 8066 after 4
pm.
HIDE A BED. Call 759 1149
FOR SALE
Plaid couch that







For factory authorised parts,
sales, and service call I Fel
642-7619 located at 102 W
Washington St., Court Square,
Parks, IN
19. FAR EQUIP.
CASE 830, 1968 MODEL, Al
condition, 3 pt., one owner,
$3500. Phone /92-8425 after 5
pm.-
CASE 995, 1976 MODEL. 522
hours, three 4 inch plow,
front end loader with,
hydraulics All in new con.
dition. 'Tractor $8750. plow:
$800; loader $1800; or
$10,500 for all. 492 8586.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
14 FOOT LOWIE Line 48"
bottom. 28 hp Mariner motor.
Apache trailer Silver Troll
trolling motet-, all life jackets
and equipment included.
Used less than 5 hours.
Phone 492 8425.
--22. MUSICAL
MUST SELL! 7 floor model
organs, (new warrenty),
before new shipment arrives,
our special deal to you we
make down payment, you
make the small monthly
payments as low as $15 per







Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc
Sales, Parts and Service. 412
9396,
BEAUTIFUL ARKANSAS
native stone. Will deliver
Call after 7 pm, (501) 448
3764
CLOS_EDUTS1.-----CAR PET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
paint, interior and exterior
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company, 753-3321.
:HEST TYPE old drink box,
zoOd condition, 575. Call 753,
11154 after 5 pm. 
EXTER IOR PAINT, regular
;12.99 now $8.99 Interior
mint, regular $999 now
:7.99, also our best exterior




yith ramps, 20 ft lo
ncheS wide. Ph




:OR SAE yards of
lark fired tobacco plants
ready to set Call 435 4472 
24. MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE 200 yards of
dark fired tobacco plants
Ready to set. Call 435,4472.
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and vinyl remnants;
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper; discontinued
carpet samples; and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom picture framing.
Sherwin Williams, 753 3321. 
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers; Rex's Worm
Farm, Irvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436,5894.
WALLPAPER CLOSEOUT
sale, all in stock wallpaper,
50 per cent off. Also 5 lines of
wallpaper, 25 per cent off
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321,
26. TV-RADIO
COLORED T.V. for sale,
Magnavox. Call 759 1925.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
75- color tv. ./ 8. 8 Musit,
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 GRANVILLE ALL
electric mobile home, ex.










753 3277 after 5 pm. 
DOBERMAN, GOOD





GREAT DANE puppies, AK
C, 9 weeks, $75. Also
available Labrador
Retreiver puppies, AKC, 9
weeks. Paradise Kennels,
753-4106. 
TWO AKC registered St
Bernard puppies, 9 weeks
old, one male, one female,
very reasonable. Call 753
5696
WHITE MALE German
Shepherd, white male West
Hyblander Terrier. Papers
with each. Call 753,1593. ,
•i. PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE, 1616 Loch
Lomond, June 1st and 2nd, 10
am till 6 pm, Tools; electric
corn popper; lots of other
items..
remodeled. 753-9970.  GARAGE SALE! Moving.
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 50 Bargains galore. Womens
Ramada, located at Riveria and mens clothes, odds and
Courts. Natural- gas, air, ends, 8 hp ailectric start
underpinned, completely Murray riding mower. Time
furnished, $3300 Call 436-2430 8 to S. Saturday, June 2.
after 6 pm. Place 800 block South 9th,
corner of Goodman.THREE BEDROOM trailer,
double wide, two baths,
dining room, kitchen. $4,000.
753 5706.
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
Saturday June 1,2. 7 to 4 at
526 South 7th, Murray.
12 X 52 HOME TTE, 2 MOVING GARAGE sale!
BEDROOM, washer and Saturday June 2nd from 8 till
dryer, frost free 5. 1511 Martin Chapel Road.
refrigerator, dishwasher, air Drapes; bedspreads; wall
conditioned, natural gas heat,,accessories, many other
and stove. Excellent con- items.
dition. Can be seen at D-4
Fox Meadows. Best otter.
Please call 753-7730 (home),
7532400 (work).
12 X 55 MOBILE HOME and
lot, (100 X 2001 set up. $5500
Call 753 8854 after 5 pm. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME on 641
South. One mile from city
limits. Call 7534502.
MOBILE HOME ...for rent.
474-8805.
30. BUS. RENTALS
'FOR RENT: 1000 ft. storage
Space, 4M and Sycamore.
Dry, safe, easy excessiblity.
only $60 per month. Cadiz,
522-8/69.
31. WANT TO RENT
LOCAL FAMILY with one
child and 2 Cats would like to
rent 3 bedroom house in
Murray or Southwest School
district. Please call after 6
pm, 753 8002. Can give
references if required
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT AND sleeping
room for rent, dote to
University. 753-4140 or 436
2411






bedroom, very close to
University campus. Call 753
8742 after 5 pm. 
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment for rent. Located
near campus on corner of
Olive and 16th Street. Rental


















Ideal for stdririg house






NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7101.115:011
Pries of
NAIRCUT $2.00 MIME sun $1.75






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cOttages, mobarhome ad ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
60 BO the best for less. 0611911 NO Fri
5 p.m. fil few 2 p.m.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
TWO FAMILY yard sale on
North 4th Extended, across
from Sager Glove, Friday,












jars; clothes; ping pong
table; flower pots; two 12"
Woofer Realistic speakers
With 5" accustic suspension
speakers, Fiberglass boat
with motor; many other
items. Thursday and Friday,
9-4, Saturday 9 12 Incase of







Water front lots have
gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
your boat from your
house site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff











With The Fnendly Touch
COMMERCIAL BULL-
DING. . . 3 floors in-
cluding basement.




side property - ex-
cellent warehouse
facility. Call for all
details. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
600 feet of lake .frontage, 4
coves, darn side of .Johnothan
Creek. Easy access from
Benton.  Aurora area The
number to develope resorts,
same cove. Call (502) 247





Put your family in this
attractive 3 bedroom
home just listed with
Kopperud Realty. A
covered breezeway
connects the house and
garage, and the
backyard is fenced for
your convenience.
This 'home is located
on a quiet residential
street and is priced at
only $37,500. Call today
for an appointment.








11/2 baths, carpet, dish-
washer, built-in range
and 2 car carport.
$40,001
COUNTRY LIVING at its
best in this older home on
Irvan Cobb Road. The home
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, dining room and
bath, The best part is the
acre of ground with garden
spot, apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
and grape arbor. Good well 3
coal grate fireplaces, and
more for only S13,500. The
Nelson Shroat Co. 759 1707
Interested in owning your own
cleanup shop plus 2, Iwo
bedroom apartments on 1'1
acre lot in city limits of






Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the five acre
mini-farms located
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
.located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop road in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area. Phone and elec-





balance at less than









good location, Priced at 9 per
cent return on gross with no
leverage. Brokers protected
Guy Spann Realty, 753 7724
/ • 1.
BOY ESTATE-N A  jOR SR L 753-8080
l'r.ifesNiona I Sers-iies




building on S. 4th
Street with business
area in front, shop
area in back and
possible living area
upstairs could be the
answer to your needs.
Building is on 100' x
250' lot. Call Today
For Details. Boyd.
Majors Real Estate,













Just listed, older cabin
one mile from Kenlake
State Park on private





n   
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE_ 
  753-8080 
Professional services






200'. City slater and
sewer. Priced to sell
quickly - $5,500. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
NICE OLDER home in New
Providence plus 50 X 20
building for most any use.
Home includes 4 bedrooms,
living room, dining room,
bath and utility room. Home
sits on 3,1 acre lot and
building acrOss street also
Sits on 341 acre lot. Home
Seperate is $18,750 - building
is s15,000, Both together,




home with 2 stories
and 9 rooms. Lovely




for all the details on
this new baby.
Purdom Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate'
Souths,de C. Jr, Sguore
Murray, Kentucky
-75374451
First time on market.
Beautifully and
originally designed
lake home only 18
months old. 3






main lake onthree ex-
cellent wooded lake
lots. $64,903
Walk to the lake from
this rustic home near
Panorama Shores.
You'll love the heavily
wooded lot, the first
floor patio and the
deck off the 2nd level.
3 bedrooms and 2
baths, great room with
Franklin fireplice
plus lots of other ex-






For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front lot
overlooking the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass en-
closed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of





provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an ap-





or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: brick 'home
near highschooL Carpeted
throughout, entrance hall, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, family room with
fireplace, kitchen with built
in range, disposal, dish,
washer, utility room with
built ins, attic storeage,
patio, 2 car garage, gas heat
and central air. Low utilities.
Priced in 560's. By ap-
pointment only, 1715 Holiday
Drive, 753.5492.
COUNTRY HOME, 2
bedrooms, 2.3 acres, reduced




comfort and convenience. In
nice neighborhood. 3,4
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining
room, custom oak cabinet
kitchen, large master
bedroom suite, carpeted.
Central gas heat, energy
saving fireplace stove insert,
insulated, attic fan, 3 air
conditioners, all new elec-
trical, new roof plus ar-
tistically decorated and lots
of storage. Move-in! Upper
530's, by owner, 753.7102. No
real estates please.
FOUR BEDROOM; 3 bath
house for sale in Canterbury,
by owner. Call 753-7223.
FOUR BEDROOM brick
home, family room with
fireplace and wet bar, double
garage, intercom, central
vacuum system, 150 X 150 lot
with many trees. 548,500
firm. Call 753-2286 after 5 pm.
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753-5167.
NEW LISTING: 3 defiroom
brick, 2 baths,jiving room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W-D connections,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets. Low 560's.
Appointment only, 753,4133
or (713) 526,1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.
TWO BEDROOM house on
one acre tot, full basement,
11,2 miles east of Almo. Call







Mark Ill, loaded with
equipment and in good
condition, $2000. Phone 354.
6691.
1973 CHEVELLE SS, 350,
bucket seats, 51200. 753-7147.
SO. USED TRUCKS
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 motor,
automatic, price $1100 Call
753-9957 after 6 pm. 
54 L600. SIDES, GOOD bed,
good Mechanically, has




Camper all camping gear
included, good condition.
1400. Call 436 2430 after 6 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
14' ALUMINUM FISHING
boat with 25 hp Johnson
motor and trailer Also 1968
Dodge step van. Call 753 9686
or see at 804 N 17th Street,
13 FOOT Wildflower
sailboat, Sales, spinaker,
hull needs work, $400, 436-
2603.
16' HOBBIECAT SAILBOAT
with trailer and all ac-





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753,
5167.
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442-9396.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
tramming, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1,362-4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753-8407.
CARPET _CLEANING. _  at 
reasonable -rates. Prompt




references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,•
driveways, walks, patios.




realistic prices. Call for free
estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30
pm.
CARPENTERS FRAMING




areas white rocked and




DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435-
4343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753,6123.
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753,2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bil•le.
Call Sears, 753.2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,





brakes. S3500. Can be seen at
806 Coldwater Road
1972 Chevy Impala in
good condition. Call
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
Mutt tell.
1972 CHE; ROLE
excellent body and interior
needs motor. 1067 Ford
custom 500, fair cdfldition.
Call 753-7527.
1974 CAMARO LT, ioacileil,
53350 Call 753 9834 after -5
Pm.
1970 COUGAR, GOOD
condition, must sell. Will




brakes, and air, good gas
mileage, good condition.
Phone Puryear, ..(901) 247.
5542 after 5 pm.
1978 -FORD BRONCO XLT,





Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
, celient mileage, $1950. Phon9
35-1 6217_
1973 MONTE CARLO, 63,000
miles. power and air, factory
mous, best offer !Call 435
4540.
1974 MONTE CARLO,
midnight blue with White
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con
dit ion. Phone 753 0905...
1973 THUNDERBIRD,
EXCELLENL condition,
fully loaded, power and air,
"skives S2650 Call 1.217.1765
Af,r,
1974 Buick Regal, es
cellent condition, air.
AM-FM radio, must sell.




and gas installation, will do




iuminum, in 3 colors, and
l ,berglass roofs sealed. Patio
.iwnings and aluminum.
• arports, single and double.
--, colors Phone 753 1873
11,
53. SERVICES OFFERED
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753 1966. 
MITCHELL BLACK TOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating 753
1537.
MOWING AND LAWN Care
for the summer. By ap-
pointment. Call 753-6912. , 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and










WILL PLOW and disk
gardens 753-1973 or 753-3413.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211 or 753 9600.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of, brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753,4545.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-.442-7026. 
WILLIE'S 114TERIOR,
exterior paint Inca. _Fite_




and basements. No job
too big or small. Free
estimates, all work
guaranteed. Phone 362-
8664 after 5:30 p.m.
WILL WASH and wax your
cars-vans, at your home. For
appointment call 753,3728, 7
to 9 am or 8 to 10 pm. 
WILL MOW lawns. Call 753
3697. 
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE PUPPIES! Small
house pets, 8 weeks old. Cali
753,0970. 
57. WANTED 
P YINQ NEW higher rate
silver coins, $4.50 for $1.00....,
- flEe: Kennedr halves t96569--
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642-5118.
WANTED: PERSON to care
for 3 children, ages. 8-9,
weekdays beginning im
mediately. Your home or
ours. Call 762 4288 (days), or
753,9981, 753 0122 (evenings)
WANTED;.- FEMALE
roommate to share nice 2
bedroom, furnished apart




Wa dows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Tnfired and experienced. Call






Beautiful shade trees are the result of a good tree care pro-
gram. This includes nutrition. watekpruning and insect control
Good nutrition for trees is important. Deficiencies cause yellow
leaves and bred sap.
Your professional tree care firm is now
injecting trees with STEkliX.• This is a
high potency, multi-nutrient booster shot
for trees that is placrh the tree's sap
stream. No drilling i needed. Environ-
mentally safe.
Call your qualified tree care firm today
He will plan a tree care program for your
trees that includes STEMIX Its the one
product that brings on the green leaves
KELLErS TERMITE &PEST CONTROL INC.






Large 3 bedroom brick veneer home in one of our
better residential sections on a beautiful lan-,
dscaped lot, 1719 Magnolia, near University,
High School, and Elementary School. Features
foyer, sunken den with fireplace & chimney, nice
living room, large bedrooms, 2 baths, com-
bination kitchen and dining area, all appliances
included except refrigerator. Washer and dryer
go with utility room. This just may be the home
you are looking for. Call today for a showing. It




NEW BUSINESS IN TOWN




Excavating & Dozer Work.
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Assoc iated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?1 —
While the coattails of former
Republican Gov. Louie Nunn
proved beneficial in Tuesday's
primary, the influence of
current Democratic Gov.
Julian Carroll proved to be
less effective in races for
statewide offices.
Six candidates who were
officially or unofficially
connected with Nunn, the GOP
gubernatorial nominee, won




direct1Y, associated with the
Carroll administration won
only one race, Raymond
Barber, in the race for
superintendent of public in-
struction.
Barber withstood a strong
challenge by Jerry Alleyne
and surprisingly strong
showings by two other can-
didates.
Barber, a former state
legislator and administrtttive
aide to Carroll, had resigned
as deputy superintendent
early this year to run in the
primary.
Alleyne, who lost a similar




•Cooper received 22 percent of
the vote, while George
Tolhurst of Louisville got 10
percent.
State Rep. Steve Beshear of
Lexington, often an outspoken
critic of the power structure
during three terms of the state
House, defeated former state
Justice Secretary Jack Smith
for the nomination for at-
.
torney general.
Graham, who had fallen out
politically with Carroll during
the last legislature, won
nomination for state
auditor,def eating Louisville
attorney George Salem and
Sara Bell, chief clerk of the
House who had the tacid
backingoof Carroll .sup-
porters,
Alben Barkley II, grandson
of the former Kentucky
senator and vice president of
the United States, defeated a
crowded field of six other
candidates for the nomination
for state agriculture. com-
missioner: - ---
Fred Waters, who had left a
post in the Carroll
Administration to run, was
fourth behind Mancil Vinson
and former state Rep. Ed
Brown.
State Treasurer Frances
Jones Mills won the
Democratic nomination for
secretary of state but received
unexpectedly strong op-
position from Ray Adkins of
Whitesburg, who, was listed on




General Election will be
Frank Graschelle of Bowling
Green, running for superin-
tendent of public instruction;
Roy Gray Jr. of Nicholasville
for agricultm commissioner;
James Wilhite of Lexington
for treasurer; Mary Louise
Foust of Shelbyv-ille for
auditor; Rowe Harper of
Owensboro running for
secretary of state and Ron
Snyder of Jefferson County for
attorney general.
While Nunn had not en-
dorsed a slate of candidates,
he had expressed personal
support or praise individually
for the candidates who won.
G roschelle, 46, a
management consultant,
served under Nunn when he
was governor from 1967 to 1971
as a special assistant and was
regional director for the U.S.
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare from
1971 to 1977. He defeated Yale
J. Lubkin of Casey County.
Gray, 50, who operates beef
cattle farms in Fayette and
Jefferson counties, won
nomination in his first race for
public office over frequent
candidate Tommy Klein of
Louisville arid newcomer
Clyde-Simeck of Ferguson.
Wilhite, a member of the
Lexington Fayette County
Urban-County Council, easily
defeated former state Rep.
Charles Hardwick of Betsey
and Thomas Exterkamp of
Covington. Mrs Foust, who
has . served three terms as
state auditor as a Democrat,
Will try for a term on the GOP
ticket after switching her
party allegiance two years
ago. The 69-year-old attorney
and certified public ac-




distributor, had worked in the
Highway Bureau during the
Nunn administration. He
defeated James Van Hoose of
Paintsville by less than 6,000
votes. Snyder, 40, is a brother
of U.S. Rep. Gene Snyder, R-
Ky., and a former Jef-
fersontown city attorney. He
defeated Lester Burns of
Manchester, who was the
unsuccessful GOP nominee
for attorney general in 1967.
Two Veteran Senators Lose;
Three Others Barely Hang On
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two, veteran i_tate- senators
lost _their jobs in Tuesday's
primary and three others,
hung on to their seats in the
Senate by the barest of
margins.
Sens. Kelsey Friend, D-
Pikeville,tand Tom Mobley, D-
Louisville, went down to
defeat in their bids for
renomination after two terms
each in the Senate.
Sens. A.D. "Danny "
Yocom. 0-Louisville; Georgia
Davis Powers, fl-Louisville,
and Pat McCiriston, D-




John Hurst, D-_Bloomfield and
Mark Fitzgerald, 0-
Cynthiana, also lost in the
primary.
Mobley , who served three
terms in the state House in the
mid 1950s while living in
Bowling (reen, lost the
Democratic primary 'in the
19th senate district by less
than 100 votes to Bill "Fibber"
McGee, a Louisville
restaurant owner.
Allen was defeated for
renomination to a third term-
in the House by political
newcomer by Gregory Sturnbo
of Prestonsburg, a member of
one faction of the politically
Superintendent Asks For
Check Of Attendance In
Border County Schools
, UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP)
— Obion County School
Superintendent Vinson
Thompson says, school at-
tendance in the state's border
counties should be checked to
see • how many outof-state
students are attending Ten-
P P crhnol  
Thompson also said
Tuesday he may file a lawsuit
if .Obion County is forced to
repay Tennessee because it
counted Kentucky students on
attendance lists.
Education Commissioner
Ed Cox ordered a review of
the county's attendance rolls
after plaintiffs in a lawsuit
against the school system
alleged Tennessee was footing
the bill for some Kentucky
students.
''I'm not mad at the com-
missioner because he's just
doing his job." Thompson
said. "But if Obion County has
this placed against it, I may
file ab class-action lawsuit
asking the commissioner to
check each and every county
in the state that borders
another state for the same
thing."
Thompson said he's not
denying Kentucky students
were counted, "but we want
everybody treated the same]'
Thompson and state
education official Mike'
Barker begat inspecting the
records Tuesday.
"We're not done yet,"
Thompson said. "but we are
estimating that possibly 73
Kentucky students are in-
cluded on our rolls."
In a May 22 letter, Cox told
Thompson the state would
deduct any atnount paid for




Fulton County, Ky., were
counted among the county's
5,085 students for purposes of
state funding. He said Obion
County received about $36,000
from Tennessee for the
Kentucky students.
Thompson said he did not
know how large the system's
June check would be, but he
said he would fight any at-
-tempt to withhold money
because of the Kentucky
students.
Cox said Tuesday no other
similar cases had been called
to his attention. _
Thompson_ said Kentucky
students currently. pay $30 a
year in tuition. Based on a
state formula, (pion County,
located in Northtevest Ten-
nessee, receives $442 for each
student in the system, he said.
The Kentucky students haVe
attended school in Obion
County "for as long as anyone
can remember," Thompson
said.
active Floyd County family.
Friend, the, Democratic
whip, lost to John Doug Hays,
a Pikeville lawyer who ran. a
strong campaign charging
that Friend had not properly
-represenfed-MS district.
Hays. 34, did not directh.
make an issue of Friend's
controversially large income
as a lawyer in black lung,
cases, but concentrated on
what he claimed was a lack of
state services in the district,
which includes Pike and
Letcher counties in far
eastern Kentucky.
McCuiston defeated Cadiz
attorney Tim Futrell by 319
votes in the 3rd senate district,
while Powers, the first black
and only woman in the Senate,
had a 102-vote lead over
Gerald Neal with one precinct
still Uncounted.
Yocom, a member of the
Democratic leadership as
caucus chairman. -barely was
renomination over Jean
Ruffra, former chairman of
the Jefferson County Board of
Education.
Yocom will face Republican '
Barbara Sandusky, who won a
narrow primary victory over
Paul Johnston, in the
November general election.
Fitzgerald, as a two-term
legislator, was defedated by
Mark, Farrow in the 62nd
district, while Hurst lost to
Kenny Rapier of Bardstown in
the 50th district.
Rep. Claudia Riner, D-
Louisville, who had been
expected to receive a stiff test
from Michael Thomas in the
36th district in Louisville, won
a surprisingly easy victory
and also had her third son less
than one hour after the polls
opened.
Mrs. Riner still will face
Republican Stuart Pearlman
in November.
Rep. C.M. "Hank" Han-
cock, D-Frankfort, Vas an
easy winner in his primary
over Frankfort Mayor James
Burch and will be unopposed
for a fourth term in the Houtte.







renomination and will be
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